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P R E F A C E
This thesis describes work carried out in the Mining 
Department of tho Royal College of Soienoo and Technology, Glasgow, 
during an investigation into disturbances in tho mine ventilation 
circuit caused by single cage winding, Binding with a singlo o&go 
instead of two smaller balanced cages had a very noticeable effect on 
the ventilation of a Rorth of England colliery and the substance of a 
report by the Area ventilation staff, describing those effects, is 
included in the thesis in order that theo® effecte may be more clearly 
underatood. The colliery, the ventilation of which Is described in 
the report, i© Ryhopo colliery and Is referred to in tho thesis ae 
colliery R,
The investigation described in the report wao, naturally, 
very limited in ©cope, duo to the small number of factors which could 
be varied, ©o it was decided to construct a model in which the effects 
could be simulated, and in which more factor© could be varied* Tho 
considerations influencing the design of the model are explained and 
the model is described»
The methods of measurement used and tho inota?umc.into involved 
are described, and toots which were performed to assoos tho limitations 
of the pressure recorder are included, together with the conclusions 
to which they lead.
The tests carried out on the model fall into two groups» The 
first is concerned with the pressure drop produced by th© cage, and
thô factors which affect it* Tho second deals with the effects on 
tho ventilation oystem of communicating thio procouro drop to tho 
largo volume of air contained in the underground workings* Tho 
testa in each group are described in full and the conclusions aro 
drawn,
Raving described the work connected with the model the thesis 
then deals with theoretical methods of predicting the effects. Tho 
investigation leading to the method used is fully explained end tho 
method is given in detail* Uany osamples have been solved using 
the method and the results and,conclusions have hoen given*
An alternative method of solution is indicated and its advantages 
and limitations discussed.
In the conclusions an assessment is made of the phenomenon in 
th© light of the knowledge which has hoen gained from both coctiono 
of the work. All factors which may influence the effects aro 
considered and thoir rolativo merits discussed.
The limitations of the present investigation are indicated and 
suggestions are mad© as to how th© work may be ©attended.
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Chapter 1 I IT T IX 0 D IT 0 T  X 0 II
Mining Ventilation is one acpect of mining which readily 
lends itself to systematic study, both in the mine and in tho 
laboratory, Moreover many of the laws which apply in a mine havo 
boon extensively studied in other fields. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that tho laws of ventilation are, in general, familiar 
and well understood* These laws apply, however, only to steady 
state conditions when tho air velocity at any point does not vary 
with tiroo. Th® assumption of steady state conditions is reasonable 
in normal mining circumstances when variations of velocity aro 
Olighto
Th© work doecribed her® is concerned with investigating th© 
behaviour of the ventilating air under th© unsteady conditions 
produced by the movement of a single large cage in one of tho shafts* 
Under thee© conditions the application of tho steady state laws may 
give vory misleading rosultoo
Unsteady flow conditions occur all the timo underground when 
doors are opened and closed, uhsn tubs or mine cars suddenly enter 
a roadway and change its resistance, when explosives are being fired 
or when the cages cov©. Many other incidents produce varying degroos 
of unsteady flow but it is the movement of the cages and, in particular, 
of a single cag© which produces tho most serious disturbances*
In the past, men and materials have been raised and lowered 
in nine shafts by means of a system whereby two similar cages travel
Chapa 1 ) 8
in opposito directions. This has meant that any prossuro 
disturbance around one eaga was counteracted by a similar disturbance 
around tho other cago and henco any preosuro variation was limited 
to the distance between the cages and to a short distance beyond 
thorn. Consideration of winding systems in tho light cf modem 
techniques and oeonomios has meant that, in certain cases, it has 
boon advantageous to us© a singlo largo cage and counterweight.
TÎ1Ô frontal area of tho counterweight io generally loss than 2 %  of 
that of the cage so that tho effect of tho counterweight on the 
ventilation system may bo neglected. It io this single cage, 
therefore, having approximately twice tho frontal area of each cage 
in the balanced cage system, producing a pressure disturbance not 
offset by any other pressure disturbance, which is, in cortain cases, 
causing a serious disturbance of the steady air flon^
Bork done in the field can bo invaluable in studying tho 
disturbance but it is more likely that bo few results can b© obtained 
end BO few factoro varied that a true pioturo is difficult to obtain. 
In the study of mine ventilation it hao boen found, in general, 
more useful to do tecta on models where many factoro may b© varied 
and to verify the results of the model tests by a few field tosto. 
This technique io now well ootablishod for steady flow otudics 
and tho laws relating the results in the model to thoBo in the field 
have been determined. In th© case of non-otoady flow additional 
factors must be considered, and the laus relating the model and tho
Chap. 1) cj
field work rrnot be ro cotcbllchcd* For tiiooo- rcocoiio it wao
propoocd, in this invoctigation, to ccnotroot a modol in v/Ficn a
oimilor offeet could bo produced and otndicd witn a view to
d©torminiKg tho Important factora concerned and tho ia va connecting
tlioGO factors in tho nodcl to tncoo in tho field.
Tho report describing a dioturbane© in colliery 11 oinllar
r cto tho dicturbancco being invootigatcd o tho only reference | rod. 1 ?
L h
containing tho rccnlto of fieldwork, which could bo traced. dho 
doeicn of the nodel hao therefcro boon based, to a large entent, 
on this report.
Towards the end of the invGotigation a second report |^rcf-14 
describing a eimilar phenomenon became available. In thie care 
there was a second shaft in parallel with the firet, hence thie 
roport is discussed in the ccnelucicno, uhcro a parallel shaft io 
considered as a method of reducing tho disturbances.
10
Ghcntor 2 VEFTZLATIOn DTSTÜÔBfROFO AT COLblBRT R
At colliery It, a major reorganisation includci a changeover 
in tho winding system from a drus winder, winding balanced cagoo, 
to a multiropo friction winder, winding a oinglo cago and counter- 
weight in the downcast chafto A cross, coction of tho cho/ft and
equipment after tho changeover is Ghovrn in Fig* 1.
Fig. 2 chore tho position of the various insets in tho shaft.
It üûüaao obvious iLrmcdiately aft or tho changeover that cone
dicturhanco to the aie* flow was taking place in the 5/4 inset* The 
disturbance was apparently associated with the novezsnt of the cage 
and measurement taken by the colliery ventilation staff indicated 
that reversal of tho air flow was taking place during part of the 
winding cycle* Tliio conclusion prompted the Area ventilation staff 
to carry out a series of toots dosigned to yield more detailed 
information on tho nature of thio reversal«
A full description of these tests and results io included 
in rofo 1 but tho following details arc given hero to facilitate 
description of the phenomenon* In tho first series of toots 
observers were stationed at tho 5/4 level 10 yards from tho shaft 
in tho main intake airway, 1%000 yards inbye from this position and 
in tho sain return adjacent to the upcast shaft* Using two 
Yelomoters (ono for flow in the reverse dirootion) they noted the 
air velocity at 5 second' intervals during several complete winding 
oyclcGo A manocictor connected directly across tho shafts at tho 
level s:as similarly read at 5 second intervals* Tho cage was
Fig.l. Cross-section of shaft and equipment 
at colliery R after the change-over.
SurfasG
d level "
Maudlin level —
Harvey level
-  1 5 2 2 ?
1 8 2 3
Fif!® 2. Dov/neast shaft section,
Chap. 2 ) lîl'
wound fvoiT: tho 5/4 lûvol and tho Harvey IgvgI at both normal opocd 
(40 ft/soo.) and Glow apood (20 ft/üûc.) and eomplotod ooveral windin. 
cycles, at 5 minute intervals for normal speed winding and 10 minute 
intervals for slow epOGd winding. Tho observers were synchronised 
with each ether and with tho movouionto of tho cage*
In a second sQrioe of tootc tho air volocity was recorded 
10 jardc from tho downcast shaft at oaeh level at 5 second Intorval;'' 
while tho cage completed soveral winding cycles at normal speed from 
the Harvey IgvgI.
The first series cf tests is ropvoscntod oy Figs. 5“w inclusive. 
To facilitate comparison tho throe velocities and tho shaft pressure 
difference havo boon plotted on one diagram for each typo of winding: 
cyclo. Velocities havo boon plotted as a percentage of normal flew, 
with due regard to direction, and tho prscsuro difference has been 
plotted directly in inches of water anugo# Tho second oorios is 
represented by Figs. 7-9 inoluslvo whoro velocity io again plotted as 
a pcrcontago of nornal flow.
Th© other data recorded during those tosts are given below 2
Area cf £ iiaz 'C 176 ft^
Area of cage 91
VO ,..2i 0
Area of buntons 6 ft^
Area of counterweight ' 6 ft^
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Air GuantiticG (Cff.m.)
Shaft* hotwGo;
SurfGOO 212,000
203,500
5/4 43,000
155,500
Maudlin 29,000
125,500
Hutton 16,000
103,500
Ilarvoy 103,000
Dotes Average shaft rsuaiitities have heen corrected for temperature 
and ccnprG9oion offceto.
Several conclusions can to dra^ icmodlatoly from tho diagrams* 
The magnitude of the disturbance appears to boar como relation to 
the cago pressure drop; so that nhon tao cage is descending, and 
therefore has a low velocity relative t© tho air, tho cago proosur-s 
drop is small and so, therefore, are the disturbances. Thus the 
following observations are csdo from tho graphs of tho asoc-niing 
cagOo
\Tiion winding from the 5/4 level the shaft pressure difference 
appears to follow the cage rjoveronte very closely, dropping slculy 
as the cage accolera tes and recovering as tho cage slows down*. Tb,::j 
winding from tho Harvey level wo see that tho pressura drops very 
suddenly as the cage passes the insetalthough the method of 
reasuremeat used was not able» to shou ozactly how suddenly* These 
observations chow that tho pressure disturbances follow tho movement: 
of the eago faithfully.
Ghapo 2 ) 13
drop in proccuro produced by tho cago at tho incot ic 
propagated along tho roadway to tho workings eauoing th© air to 
enpcnd® It would appear to ho thio Gspanaion of tho air which 
causes the velocity dioturoanooG and revercal of fier* Uo noto 
that little oi* no change of velocity io detected adjacent to tho 
return, while 1,000 yards frcra tho oouroe it is attenuated to a 
greater or Icccer degree*
It iG this attenuation which cauoco moot curprice» In two 
cacoc tho attenuation at 1,000 yardc io very eliglit, chilo in other 
two it iB Govore* There appears to bo no obvious explanation and 
no connection can bo oocn between the attenuation and the cpecd cf 
tho cage, or tho opood at which tho procsuro pulse is applied to tho 
inooto It was hoped that tho further insight gained during tho 
osperincntal and thoorotical uorlc undortalcen would provide gosg 
explanation*
By integrating tho voluno of air affected by tho prossuro 
changes it is possible to ootimato tho volume of tho workings, 
acruming a simple Boyle'’3 Law relationship. In tho case of winding 
at normal spoed from tho Sarvoy lovol the excess air flowing from
the 5/4 level is gprozicately 25,000 cu.ft. and tho pressure drop
_ 7
is approximately 1” w*G* This would suggest that 10 cu*ft. of air
has been affected which is not an unrealistic figure for the voluue
of workings in tho 5/4 level*
Having gained thio information from tho colliery investigation
it v?a3 decided to attempt to simulate theeo disturbances in a model
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80 that; having greater control cvor all factors, tho effect of 
those factoro could bo carefully ctudicd®
Chapter 3 BIlSaHIFTlon OF TUS riOBDL
From tho invcotigaticno at colliary R tho followiiig
conoluoiouo may bo drawn*
1) Tho variation of tho velocity of tho air flowing through 
the workings at any lovoi corresponds olosoly to tho pressure 
difference botwoen tho two ohafts at that lovolo Sine© the flow 
in tho roturn, adjacent to tho upcast shaft, io seen to bo littlo
affected w© may aesuis© that tho pressure in tho upcast shaft io
constante Sine© th® pressure at tho top of tho dounoact shaft is 
constant and the ehaft quantity varies little, wo may deduce that 
tho velocity disturbanco corresponds closely to tho prcssuro drop 
produced by tho eago in tho downcast shaft* This proosuro drop is 
obviously a function of, asong other things, tho cage velocity and 
tho air velocity in tho dcvncaot shaft*
2) The velocity disturbance io propagated inbyo to a 
considerable distancoe Attenuation of tho disturbance takes place 
but tho factors governing this attenuation arc not evident from tho 
email number of results available*
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On these conclusion#, it was decided, would ho hanoc oxpooimonto.l 
teste designed to determine
(a) How tho pressure disturbance was produced,
(ü) How this procsuro disturbance produced o velocity, 
dieturhanco, and 
(c) llov i tho velocity dioturhanco was propagated.
In order to investigate her tho pressure disturbance was 
produced it was planned to construct a model system which would 
closely rcscnblo tho arrangements at colliery R. Then investigating 
tho pressure drop produced by tho cage it was nocessary to have 
available cage speeds which wore of the came crdor as tho air cpecds^ 
since cuch ^relationship is common in practice. This meant, if tho 
air velocity were to satisfy the conditions of turbul'ont ilcv;, 
relatively high cago speeds* To obtain these tho scale of tho cod'd 
was nocGGsarily email* A diameter of 3^^^ was considered a convenient 
3ÎZ3 for the model shaft and this gave a coalo factor, compare! with 
colliery R, of 52 times.
The shaft was 33'' long with a 13’ For spec section centrally 
placed. The ability to sog whore the cage was at any instant was 
vory useful and avoided tho need for complicated control arrangcvonte, 
TÎ1G shaft, on either aide of tho central section was opaque Polythene 
tho bore of which was not quito uniform and, for thin reason, all 
meaaurenents wore confined to the Pcrspon section.
To ensure that tho cage nculd travel cafoly at tho spscds
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planned it was nccGscnry to pay particular attention to tho guldoa 
and Gbooc* In tho arrangcnsnt adopted tho guide3 wore brass oocticn 
in tho shape of a rectangular C and the cliooo væra small piilloyo in 
a spring mounting. The ropo was- attached to a draw oar inoido tho 
cage GO that tho ropo tension was not carried by tho cage* Thoeo 
cagG mounting arrangements are shown in Fig, 10»
I7ith thoco arrangements it was found that tho cage could be 
cafcly driven at -cpccds up to 12 ft/ccc. At tliia creed the cago 
traversed tho Pcropcn section in approuimatoly one ceoond, which meant 
that measurement taken while the cage e;ao moving had to ho taken with 
an instrument having a fairly good dynamic response» Thic was found 
to h© tho factor which limited tho cage speed.
Til© cage was driven oy a single phase olectrio motor wed a 
continuously variable reversible gear which gave a smooth accurate 
control of speed.
The nodol arrangements, for determining hew the proosuro drop 
due to the cage wan produced, were completed by tho addition cf a 
small centrifugal fan which enabled air to ho ezhaustcd from tho shaft 
at speeds up to 32 ft/scc« Tho air velocity was controlled, initially, 
by moans of a cylindrical shutter concentric with tho main shaft, 
which fitted insido the shaft and olid in front of the fan drift.
When taking preliminary neaGurcraento with tho pressure recorder 
it waG noticed that the velocity of tho air fluctuated at about 12 o/s. 
This was soon to bo resonance of tho air in the shaft and was 
aggravated by the sliding chvttor. It was found, however, th.at this
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fan was, for rcaooiia given later, not suitable and tho investigation 
into the pressure arop produoed by tliG cage was carried out using a 
much larger fan*
In order that tho ability of a pressure dieturbanoG to produce 
a velocity disturbance could be studied, tho Porepon'ecotion of the 
Ehaft had fitted, at ito centre, a T piece junction*. 'Uric allowed 
any pressure tliaturbanc© produced by tho cage to bo connunicatcd 
©iGQwhorc* It r;ao then evident that if a large voluao ware connect 
to thio T piceo, .and if the cage were irrncdiatQly downotroun fron 
the T piooe, the prcccuro cf the air in the voluzc would be that 
which io normally upstream from tho cage. If the cage wero then 
moved to s position immediately upstream from the T piece tdie p; 
in the volume would be lowered by an amount eoual to the procsuro 
drop produced by tho eago. At thio lower pressure tho original 
rnasQ of air nuat occupy a larger volume and hcnoe air oust flor out 
of the T piece as the cage changes position*
Calculation shewed this air flou to be 0,5 ft soc/cec* which 
nay be 100 ft/sec. for 1/2OO sec, or l/lO ft/cec. for 5 seconde» 
Attempts to detect this flow of air with the pressure recording 
equipment cet with complete failure. Since there could bo no doubt 
about the fact that air flowed out, it must, then, have flowed 
either too cuichly or too clowly to bo detected, TIiq resistance 
offered to air flowing out of tho volumo was vory email, hcncc it 
U33 acEumed that the air had flowed out too rapidly* The solution 
to this particular problem might have boon to increase the
,rc ccu.no
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î'GsiCuanoG to tho outflowing air.
It was realiced, howevor, that thio simple arrangement wac 
not sufficiently realistic, and that it would ho nocscsary to include 
the volume in one branch of a ventilation circuit* hhcn thio was 
done it would ho nocoooary to have ample pcwor in the fan to allow 
a ride range of resistances in the circuit, since tho relationship 
between the resistances of the various components of tho circuit 
appeared to ho of importance. It was therefore decided to suspend 
preliminary testing until a larger fan was installed*
A 20 h*P. fan already available was coupled to tho model shaft 
hut it uas necessary to alien tho fan to draw air other than from tho 
shaft GO that it would operate on a suitable portion of the cbaracbar- 
Ictic curve. ' Toots irsicdiatoly showed that severe pulsations crista; 
A chamber, the cross sectional area of which was 130 ticca that of 
the shaft, was interposed between tho shaft and tho fan, effecting 
a slight improvGcont5 but it wac finally decided to obtain a fan 
designed to suit tho particular conditions. Tho fan which was 
installed was a backward bladcd centrifugal fen designed to produce 
up to 18" AhG* at approximately 350 c»f.c. Control of quantity was 
by cpood control of the fan. An electric motor and variable speed 
drive allowed a continuous variation of the fan speed over a wide 
range. This fan and speed control were found to bo eminently cuitab' 
for all tests and aliovod Reynolds numbors up to 2COjCOO.
It was found, with this fan, that rosonanco cf the air in the 
Ghaft Rtill occurred, at a frequency of 14 c/o now duo to a different
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length of connection between the shaft and the fan. But the 
magnitude was such that it could be damped cut without seriously 
affecting the lower frequencies which were being neacurcdo 
Othor equipment associated with the modal included two 
®volure0o", one of 45 cuoft. and tho other of 250 cu.ft., both 
rectangular boxeSo They wero deoigned to simulate the workings 
but9 cinco tho volume of the workings is difficult to estimate 
and olncogoometric&l similarity might be of no advantage in thio 
case, tho actual volumo had no meaning at tho design stage*
In order to investigate fully tho pressure drop produced 
by a cage, a cerioc of modol cages was constructed giving a raiijo 
of variable factors* Tho factors investigated were tho numbor of 
decks, the frontal area, tho length to breadth ratio and the effect 
of completely closing the sides of the cage* The terme used in 
relation to a cags are shown in Pig* 11 and Table I gives tho 
dimensions for tho séries being tested. The model cages are Boon 
in Plate I*
engtli
Height
Breadth
L e n g ^ ^
Breadth
Fig* 11  ^ Cage Homenclaturoa
P L A T E  I,
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Gag©
Kushor 
of deckG
Height 
(inc.)
Length
(inB«)
Dreadth 
(inB.)
Frontal Area 
(cq, inOa)
A 3 6 2.75 1*50 4.12
B 4 8 2.75 1.50 4.12
C 5 10 2.75 1*50 4*12
D 6 12 2.75 1.50 4,12
E 3 6 2.75 1.75 4.81
P 3 6 2.75 1.25 3 «44
G 3 6 2.25 1*04 4.14
ÎÎ 3 6 1.86 2.2 
___  _____
4.12
______
I' »• Q
1,33
1,33
n < * •% lo uj:.
2.20
1.22
0,85
Tho model enuipmsnt C2C completed by adding a cago poalticn 
indicator êc that tho position of tho cago could ho sscn 
controlling positions.
cl; 3/C33 0 v:
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Chapter 4 DESCRIFflOA OF THE A m
ÏTETIÎODS 0? mASURE-BHT
In all the testR in thio investigation tho fcasio quantity 
hoinj mcacurod rao pressure, uhothor it roproGontad an energy loos 
or tho velocity of tho air flor?® In &oco cases it nas steady 
prossuro rhilo in othoro it ras fluctuating pressuroo For gsnoral 
atoady prossuro readings tho Bots nsnomotor (Plato 2) was uocd* This 
direct reading instrument was found to bo vory Qinplo to read, 
roliablo and accurate* For votj aeeurato work, for ozacplo when 
determining tho accuracy of othor instruments, the Chattosk Fry tilt­
ing manomotor (Plato 3) usodo Thio hac o rrach moro limited range- 
than tho Pets and la not go easy to road* hut tho accuracy io groator*
To measure and rocord fluctuating prooouros a recording 
manomotor dovolopcd in tho lining Dopartncnt of tho Royal College of 
Science and Technology was used. A description of tho development 
work can bo found ia rofcrGaco 2* Tho ccacitivo olomcat cao a thin 
brass diaphragm stretched taut and clasped betwoen two stool ringtZo 
This diaphragm was so arranged as to divide into two oompartmentc
an air chaabero Oiio wall of the chamber was a heavy bras3 plate whici:
acted ao tho stationary plate of a variable condenser, the thin 
diaphragm being the other plato© A difforeneo in pros&uro botuoeia 
the two oonpartacats caueed tho thin diaphragm to bo deflected, 
producing a change in capaoitanco botwscn tho two plates, Tho
capacitanoo of the two plates uas arranged to act ao one ars of a
PLATE 2.
PLATE 3.
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capacitanoo«inductance bridge cc that any change in capacitance 
produced an output voltage from tho provioucly balanced bridgo.
This output voltage was amplified, rectified and fed to one channel 
of a twGlvo channel galvanometer recorder. Film cpocdo of uo to 
5 inches/eGe, enabled a continuous rocord to be obtained of tho 
differential proncuro applied to the ecncitivo olcmcnt.
Thio prinoiplo has been found to bo vory saticfaetory and 
capable of stability and accuracy ccnsiotcnt with tho purpocco of 
tho teste. Sensitive olenentn with braes diaphragms of thlcknocGcc 
0.015” (for pressures up to 14” F.G.) -%nd O.COp (for preaeuroc up 
to 5” H*G.) were already available but it was foit nocsccary to 
construct a nor© sonDltive element with brass 0.0015" thick. Tho 
brass was stretched by cementing it to a large aluminium ring end 
then boating this ring to a temperature of 100° C. Tho brass yas 
clamped between two smaller, 4” diameter, stool rings while tho 
aluminium was at that temperature. It was found that tho amount of 
tension so produced was sufficient to cause tho thin brass diaphragm 
to return to the neutral piano accurately after each application of 
pressure, while having a sensitivity such that 3«5 ra.m. U.G. produced 
a full scale doflection of tho recording galvanometer. This pressure 
sensing element ia known in any later description ao the 3.5 m.m* 
diaphragm.
The voltagG amplifier had a variable amplification control and 
this allowed adjustment so that full scale deflection of the galv^anosot 
corresponded to the pressures being measured «
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Fig* 12 show-G a calibration curvo for the mast sonGitivo 
diaphragm, Tho galvancmotor defleotioii has boon plotted againot 
tho prossuro in m.m. U.G. ao aoaGurod by tho Ghattock Fry tilting 
manometer. It will bo soen that there Is, in actual fact, no 
straight lino portion although two otraight lines would cover tho 
range with littlo orror. It will aloo oq noticed that tho scatter 
of tho pointe ic olight — leas than 0.6^ of full ccalc deflection. 
However, it was found that tho overall clopo tended to vary about 
a moan slcpa by — 4^ from calibration to calibration*- For this 
reason it was decided to calibrate tho apparatus over the range ef 
pressures being used irnediatsly bofora and after aixy test or series 
of tests. This allowed a ctraight lino calibration to be used for 
tho most useful part cf the curve and eliminated tho effects of Ic-ng 
period drift*
The response of tho proccurc recorder to fluctuating pressures 
vae, to a certain entent, unknown although calculations had chos/n 
(ref. 2 ) that the natural frequency of tho diaphragm itself would bo 
greater than 200 c/e. No instrument of known response was available 
for comparison and it was necessary to carry out several tests which, 
it was hoped, would provide some assurance that the frequencies 
boing measured were not severely attenuated.
T.aback (ref. 3) hac dcvolcpsd a relationship between instrument 
volumo , connecting tube volume and the ratio s of tho
combined lowest resonant frequency of tho system fj to tho Icrost 
resonant frequency of the connecting tubing f . This relationship
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In t M o  case V \7ao ©©tinatcd to bo 10 — 15 cco. and tho 
chortoct Icn^h of 3 a,a* boro tubing 'wbicli could bo used 2"o
Allowing for tho volume of tho etctie plate and ecnncotion to tho 
oensitivo olencnt inoido tho instrument approzimatoly
4 COG. Solution of Equn. 1 clth thoco figurca givoo a ^ Co276. 
Tho lov?ûst roGonant frequency of tho connecting tubing ic given 
by vhcro c io tho volooitj of cound andl Jù is tho
length of tho tubing® Tho total comiGoting lengWi v;aa no greater
than 6” nhich givoo « ^60 e/o indicating that tho Icnoat
recoaant froqucnoy of th© cystcn would bo approximately 150 c/o.
Thio simplified thooiy is based on tho aoeumpticn that tho 
friction offset of tho tubing was nogligiblo® Tliis^  according to 
Tabaohÿ is reasonable ia the oac© of tho 8 QoB* tubing bolng used* 
hcnco tho attenuation of froqucnoleo below 15 c/o would to negligible 
and measurements taken with a 2" connecting length were aGaumei to 
be aeour&tOo
Turing tho iavQotigation a coûnaoreial pressure recording 
instrumont became available but it wao limited to ono dcgroo of 
fionsitivityo A high degree waa chocon and it was used to record 
fluctuations in velocity when the steady velocity warn loco than 
20 ft/acso Tho inctruusnt is shown in Plato 4 and io referred to
sP LA T E  4 .
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a8 tho raicro-marionietor. The ccnsitivo slcn^ snt voluma_of tha 
instrument uac 0*0015 cce. uhicb GiiGurcd that if a ohort of
CGïmecting tuh© wore used the natural frequency cf tho mcacurin^^
Gyatem -rould bo very high —  about 500 o/o. Bonco the meaeurcaonto 
obtained when thio i not rum ont' wao connected by 2"’ cf C o.ta* boro 
tubing to a etatic plato ^ero taken ac otandard and the roaponaoe 
of other measuring systems tjqtq compared with lt.« Fig. 13 chore 
tho proosuro at a point in tho model, measured ao above? and taken 
as standard. Two major frequencioo, ono of 17«5 c/o and tho other 
of 53 c/a, are readily noticed. A similar trace was obtained using 
tho 3-^ n.iSo diaphragm and a similar short piece of connecting tubii^ g,. 
V/hen this measurement was ropeatod v;ith 30” of 8 mum* bore tubing the 
17*5 c/s component uas not attenuated noticeably while the 53 c/s 
component was greator. Thus we seo that in order to avoid rcuonanoe 
effects at tho higher frequencies very short lengths of tubing must 
be UQod. ’^nen 9® of tubing was used both frequencies showed oligbt 
attenuation. The rosponsos appeared to bo the saso when the tests 
were repeated using 6 m.m. boro tubing.
TÎ10 17»5 o/s component was duo to resonances in the-ccdol and 
was always present. It tended to mas!: tho effect which css being 
measured and a method of attenuating it was eougat. Tho insertion 
of various lengths of capillary tube in tho connecting tubing was 
tried and it was found that any length longer than 1” gave vory 
Govero attenuation. A length of 1” attenuated tho 17®5 c/c component 
to different degroeo, depending on the length of connecting tubing
Fig* 13* Pressure recorded 
with micromanometer connected 
by 2^ of 8mm. bore tubing to 
the static plate.
Fig. 14, Pressure recorded 
th micromanometer connected 
oy 2" of 8mm. bore tubing and 
1»» of capillary tube to the 
static plate.
Fir 15. Pressure recorded 
with 3imm. diaphragm connected 
by 2** of 8mm. bore tubing and 
in of capillary tube to the 
static plate.
Fig. l6. Pressure recorded 
with micromanometer connected 
by 2” of 8mm. bore tubing to 
a 4mm. pitot-static tube.
Fig. 17* Pressure recorded 
with micromanometer connected 
by 2^ of 8mm. bore tubing to 
a 3™n. pitot-static tube.
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einci tho voluiiio of the Fig. 14 chows the proosuro
recorded with the static plato connected to tho oicrcrnancicctcr 
(inGtr-crûcnt volume 0*0015 cos.) ot 2” of 8 n.c.-tuhing and 1^ of 
capillary tuhe. A ncdcrato degree cf attenuation is noticcahlo 
compared with tho standard. Fig, 15 shews the same pressure 
Giiailarly ccnnooted to the 3& o.c, diaphragm (inutruaent voluro 
10 - 15 CCS, ) and here vjo notice the very scvsro attenuation*
The variation in pressure which it was intended to measure
had a frequency of appronimatolj 1 c/a and it was found that 1'’
of capillary tuDo did not attenuate this frocucncy to any noticoahlo 
degree when using tho 3^ r diaphragm* This capillary was
therofcro used when measuring those pressures. T'no 1'“ length of 
capillary tube did not sufficiently attenuate tho 17.5 c/o component 
when using the inicrcnnnomctor but tho instrument had a fined degree 
of electrical damping which could he switched into circuit, Thio 
was found to produce tho rcnuired effect, attenuating the 17*5 c/s 
ccnponent severely and the I c/o component littio*
The prossuros in these tests were measured with a static
plate because the attenuating effect of the static holes in a pitot™ 
static tub© ÎÜ vory severe, attenuating ovon the low frcnueney 
component. Fig* 16 is the proseuro recorded with a 4 m.m. pitot— 
static tube connected by 2" of 8 n,o* boro tubing to tho micro- 
mancmotor. Fig, 17 is tho cano pressure recorded with q 3 
pitot-ctatic tube, Tho severe attenuation is ovidcnt in both cases. 
Tho conclusions to be drawn from those tests that the
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length and boro cf tubing connecting the instrument tc the pressure 
will not affoct the rcoponso of tho cyctcn to frequencies so low aa 
1 c/s. Unwanted froquonoiea may bo suppressed in this caso by 
inserting 1'“ of capillary tubo in tho connecting tubing when using 
tho 3k n.a« diaphragm and by using the micrGmanomûtor with th..o 
electrical damping in circuit.
TIiq other quantity nith which tho invostigaticns were concerned 
was the speed of tho cage. This uaa measured at the incot when 
the caga interrupted a beam of light to a photo^olcetric coll. Thio 
produced a record on tho film of tho cage spoed at a known position. 
Tho maximum nominal value of the film speed was 5 inohos/sGo. but 
that varied slightly from day to day duo to tho inability of tho 
motor to maintain a constant speed in the faco of tho varying friction 
in the system, and a time base was recorded on another channol cc that 
the cage speed could be determined accurately. At a cage speed of 
12 ft/sec. and a film spoed of 5 inohes/Goc. tho length c?f the 
interrupted portion of tho photo^slGctxdc trace uac about 5 
This could be moasurod* if necessary^ to sn accuracy of botter than 
1^ using a travelling microscope. It waOj hc-wovsrj considered that 
the accuracy given by normal methods of measurement, about 5'/: was 
sufficient.
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T-J3 M T S  0?
The usG of models as an aid to predicting prosouro looser 
in ventilaticii circulto hac been common practico for many years 
and tho priïioiploQ are now v/oll established. If we assumo that 
tho pressure drop due to air passing over a surface io dependent 
only on (a) the density of tho air, v; (b) tho viscosity of tho 
air, y (c) tho velocity of tho air, u, and (d) tho oiso of the 
surface aa represented by a length dimension, Â  , wo find, UGing 
dimensional analysis, that
p
Friction force w Jl u K’.eU
Tho diaonoionlcss group is known as Reynolds number, R#,
Hcnco tho friction pressure drop is given by
-* 2 , \n
Pp = i-v W U iRo)
end tho ratio of tho friction pressure drop in tho model to that 
in practice is given by
Vn
^^ 3 Hotj
If VO use the cane fluid, air, and arrange the model velocity c.uch 
that V-n Â  n ^ we get tho Rimple relationship.
P-D = PP
U
XI
In tho typo of model testing used in Eining ventilation it is not 
generally possible to arrange that - u .^ (i.e. Ilr-% =
*-/ à, jLii tiJ ^  I!) ' ti Û
Eowevor, very extensive raodcl testing has shown that when rc is
r?,-. ■)
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above a certain valuo, which varioo with the roughness of tho
surface, it has no further effect on the friction prossuro drop.
In mining practice tho combination of and surface roughness
is such that H@ is above this valus. If we ensure that, in tho
nodsl, Rq is above tho value corresponding to tho model surface
roughness, wo may neglect tho effect of Hq in any comparison between
the model and actual practice*
Any pressure lossoa due to shock, sudden o^panoion etc. ,
2
will also be proportional to u so that, combining the losses, we 
have,
{ "n
•total looSpy^^ticG “ total 1003^^^01
Thio aeoumes that the model is a scale model, identical in ©very 
respect, oven to the surface roughnoEO*
5So, in tho model shaft where up to 2 % 10 is possible,
V0 are able to carry out toots on cages and predict the proscuro 
losses which will bo obtained in practice*
l¥hen we come to investigate how these pressure drops produce 
velocity disturbances, and how theso velocity disturbances are 
propagated, wo meet a different set of conditions* On© major problem 
is the fact that a scale model of tho workings is not a practical 
proposition* It would mean a scalo factor of approzimatoly 500 
which, in turn would moan a shaft diameter of 0«35"« At this 
diameter the speeds necessary for high Reynolds numbers would Involvo 
compressibility affects* In addition, tho osporimsntal techniques
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would no longor b© those which are familiar**
Another factor which introduces difficulties of similarity 
is tho shape cf tho volume representing the workings* Thie dotcrninec 
whether the voluno is evenly distributed throughout the length or 
wlicthor tliG greater part is concentrated at ono part of tho workings.
As tho pressure pules travols through tho workings it onpands the 
air ao it reaches it* If, at one point, it roaches a large proportion 
of the total volume, then additional outflow will take place at a 
corroeponding time. It will take a pressure pulse 24 seconds to 
travel a distance of 5 ailes underground, whereas in tho Ecdel it 
will have reached all tho air in approninatelj l/lOOth of a second.
The inertia of the air is such that tho rate of.outflow in the model 
will be controlled only by the resistance through which it has to 
flow and not by tho shape of tho volume* This appears as a serious 
drawback to tho simulation of real conditions and until it can be 
circumvented any velocity disturbance in the model can bo related to 
actual practice only in a very loose fashion*
It was hopod, in this investigation, to simulato those aspects 
of the workings which wore of roost importance, namely volume and 
resistance, and to make corrections for tho errors which would ho 
introduced. It was found, as th© experiments proceeded, that 
resonances of various components of the ventilation circuit play a 
very important part in determining the experimental results. It 
was generally possible to see, b.v comparison of frequencies and 
lengths, which component or components were resonating, but it was
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considered that predicticno as to whether similar rGscnancss uero 
llkoly to occur in practico would to vory tentative.
Tho cage produces two major pressure pe^ ako, cno at cither end, 
snd the rato at which thooo pass tho inset n-aj determine, together 
with the natural frequency of the system, how severe any resonance 
will bOo At tho CO 111cry theso pressure peaks pass in approziuatcly 
l/lO of the time constant of tho roadways. A similar relationship 
ill tho modol would mean that tho cage would bo travelling at 8p ft/ 
see*
For theso roasonocomparison of modol conditions and those in 
practico will have to bo iiado with caution and nueh prolininary 
investigation will bo necessary before methods of overecEing theco 
difficulties can be found*
Chapter 6 MODEL TESTS - STATIONARY CAGE TESTS
The further insight into the problem gained as a result of 
tho theoretical investigation which was proceeding Gxmultaneoualy 
indicated that complete aimilax^ity would be difficult to obtain.
Thio is due to the fact that tho chape of tho volume representing 
the workings and roadways is as important as the distribution of 
resistance throughout thio volume* It io sufficiently difficult 
to decide what this relationship is in practico but it is equally 
difficult to plan how this may be simulated in a model* Two 
methods come to mind but both are fairly complicated and do not 
readily lend themselves to control* Tho first method is oimply to 
represent tho workings by a series of small volumes connected 
together in various combinations by means of connecting pieces 
which are, in fact, variable resistances» The other cothod would 
appear to allow a greater variation of resistance, but Ig g o  of shape. 
In this case a volume is constructed to represent tho roadways and 
workings* Tho factor which is important in tho design of thio 
VOluma is that the cross eectional area at any distance from tho 
entry boars tho proper relationship to tho total cross sectional 
area of all tho roadways and workings at tho corresponding distance 
from the mine shaft» Having constructed this volume it is then 
filled with a framework of gauzes at right angles to the line of 
airflow. In its simplest form this would mean gauzes across the 
section of tho volume, variously spaced throughout tho length.
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These gausGG might have different moch sIz g b and honco different 
values of resistance to air flow* Sinco timo was not available 
to try thoGO complez methods, and thereforo compléta similarity was 
abandoned, it was decided to split the problem*
Tho first part was concerned with tho pressuro drop produced 
by tho cagOo This included such factors as cage speed, air speed 
and cage dimensiono» Tho second part was concerned with tho manner 
in which tho proGcuro disturbances produced by the cago produced o. 
velocity disturbance and hot? thio volocity disturbance was propagated. 
To begin tho investigation into tho pressure drop of tho cago 
it was decided to determine tho resistance to air flow of all tho 
cages while stationary* This involved measuring the proosuro drop 
produced by tho cage and tho length of shaft in which it stood and 
then subtracting that preosuro drop which was du© to tho shaft*
Thio was done at many velocities over a wide range co that tho law 
of resistance could bo determined»
To measure tho velocity a pitot-static tube station was 
constructed 25 shaft diameters downstream from the cage position*
A 3 m»Eio pitot-otatic tube was used, together with tho Dots nancmoter, 
to determine the velocity of tho air across a diamotor of the shaft. 
Repeating this at many velocities enabled a graph to be plotted of 
the velocity head, in mum* ÏÏoG», as measured by a pitot-otatic tubo 
at the centre of tho shaft, and the mean velocity in ft/sGo» Some 
anomalous results were obtained using this velocity measuring station 
and it was found that the cage affected the velocity distribution^
Ghaou 6)
even at 25 diameters. The measuring station was moved to a point 
40 shaft diameters downstream and recalibrated. Ko further trouble 
was experienced and this was used to measure steady state velocity 
in all tests*
The pressure drop due to 147“ of Perspex shaft was measured 
over a range of velocities up to 100 ft/sec. and the results are 
plotted in Pig. l8* It is found that tho shaft pressure drop was 
proportional to the velocity to the power I083 which would indicate 
that the lined shaft was acting as a smooth pipe at these Reynolds 
numbers (up to 2»0 x 10^). It might be mentioned here that when 
carrying out a similar test with tho 20 H»P. fan it was found that 
the pressure drop was proportional to the velocity to the power 1*67 
when the velocity fluctuations were approximately 10^ of the steady 
state volocity» While outwith the scope of this investigation it 
is noteworthy due to the magnitude of the discrepancy»
The graphs showing the pressure drop due to cage against 
velocity are shown in Figs» 19 and 20 for cages A to H* From these 
graphs and the dimensions of the cages Table II is produced»
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Cage Frontal
Area
Funb-cr 
of Becks
Aspect 
1 Ratio k k*
I pad. :i2i
I nuuiu FfC. 
ife'= 1« 8 7:
A 4.12 3 1.83 i 0.018 1.99
c
j 170
3 4*12 4 1.83 0.020 1.97 178
a 4.12 5 1.83 0.022 1.97 187
D 4.12 6 1.83 0.023 1.97 201
E 4.81 3 1«57 0*028 1.99 2£-7
P 3 * 44 3 1 2.20 i 0*012 1.97 ICO
G 4.14 3 1.22 0.020 1.97 170
n 4.12 3 O0O9 0.020 1.99 165
1Ü1
îJotQs K and K ” in Tablo 11 TofeT to the equation p*.da =
when p»d. io the cage prescnro drop in and u io
the air volocity in ft/sec®
la comparing the resistance of cagcrj tho pressure drop at 
Eo “ lo8 n 10^ (u = 100 ft/cee,) has been used. Other authors 
(ref, 4) have u©©d terms to denote resistance uhich aosur.oc that 
the pressure drop is proportional to tho>socond power of the air
velocity. Assuming an incio>: of 2«00 instead of 1*97 o-t n = ICO ft/
sec, leads to an error of 13^» For tho purposes of description 
tho pressure drop at 100 ft/sec. due to the cage ulll be called
the resistance pressure drop (Hp)» Prcn Table 11 u q citq able to
plot Hp against
(a) the number of docks (Fig. 21)
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(b) tho ratio known ao the coefficient ci fill (b)* 
uhich is defined as tho cage frontal aroa divided by tho shaft 
croGo sectional aroa (Pig, 2 2 )
(c) tho aspect ratio (Fig* 23)
Tho increase in Fp with an increase in tho number ox 
dcclao io oho-m in Pig. 21. The incroaco in Hp is ao ucnld ho 
oxipected Gzcept for tho 6 cieok cage* The pressure having inorcaccd 
linearly up to 5 dccho triore appears to oo no roacon why it cheulcl 
incroaso more rapidly with a greater nunhor of docks. An error 
in measurement is immediately euGpOGtedç hut tho figure used is 
obtained from appronimatclp' 20 points the scatter of which ic
negliglblo* To investigate further would entail constructing a
7 deck cage* It was considered that little useful inforrxaticn would 
hs gained since cages with core than four docks arc rare in thio 
country.
The graph of coefficient of fill (0) against Rp indicates 
2,0
that Rp = K h ^. On the came graph arc results obtained by
31aho in a paper concerning the drag of trains in tunnels (ref. «
*) 1
Eis results indicate that Rp “ S which io a good noacuro
of agreement. \7o note that a oinglo cage replacing two cages and
having twice the frontal area of each cage has a Rp equal to 4 time
the combined Hp of the two cages.
In Fig. 23 is plotted tho Rp of three cages against thoir 
aspect ratios. IIo procico conclusions can be draiTn duo to the 
email number of cages available, but it would appear that np> is
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Fig. 21. Effect of number of decks on cage resistance
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Fig. 25. Effect of aspect ratio on cage resistance.
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Independent of thilo ratio \vithin the limite of tho ratio v^hich are 
likolj to 'be uasd*
Froü thene tests it can be seen that the Ep to a cage
can be kept to a io*7 vabuo by having a greater nunbcr of decks 
rather than a large frontal area. This uould entail simultaneous 
decking arrangements if a high winding tonnage were contempla ted..
The Gztcnslve oncavations necessary night make this one of the loos 
attractive methods for minimising velocity disturbances duo to the 
movement cf the cage.
To investigate hovj the pressure drop produced by the cage 
waa constituted it was proposed to plot tho total pressure drop along 
tho length of the cago, cn both major azoc. It warn soon found that 
this was not very easy due to the eddies produced by each deck.
Pieces of thread attached to tho end of the cage showed sddios at 
tho downstream end existing for approximately l|- cage , lengths. To 
align the total head tub© in the direction of maziuum velocity was, 
in some places, not feasible.
It was therefore accepted that a static pressura survey 
would be easier while still providing much information. It night 
b© argued that static pressure measurements would be no more valid 
than those of total pressure einco the static holes would not be at 
right angles to the direction of maximum velocity at all timeso 
However, the eddies involved were large by comparison with the pilot-- 
static tube being used, ThoreforG the direction of maximum velocity 
would bo the same cn ono sido of the pitot-otatic tube ao on tlic
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othor CO that any positive velocity component on one side would 
hav© a corresponding negativo component on the other side.
The static proocuro was ccacured halfway between th© cage 
and tho shaft wall, pact the open decks and also past tho sides of 
ths cagOo Tho open decks cero then completely closed in and the 
proBBuro distribution was measured past those closed dcckSo This 
was done twice at each of three velocities for tho eight cages*
Tho first conclusion to bo drawn from those tests is that 
tho pressure distribution doos not vary with velocity. That is, 
tho pressure losses at all points aro proportional to tho same power
of velocity. This means that by dividing the static pressure at
any point by the square of tho moan velocity wo obtain one curve
for each cage at all velcoitieso Those curves are so similar that
only those for cage A (the scale model of tho cage at colliery H) 
and cago D aro shown, Theso illustrate how the pressure varies 
over tho cage.
Fig, 25 shows the pressure distribution past cage A,
(i) in the piano of tho open dcc^s,
(ii) in tho plane of the cage sides,
(iii) in the plan© of the docks after they have
been ccmplotcly closed in.
Fig, 25 (i), (ii) and (iii) shows th© pressure distribution 
in th© case planes respectively for cage D.
The pressure distribution is much as expected. The air,
flowing past oach deck, continues to accclorato until tho "vena
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contracta'^ at "hich point tho static preosurc is lowest. It then 
ro-espands with coneenuont loss of oner^/, repeating this procedure 
at G-ach clcch. Idie distribution past tho sides of the cage chows 
the drop in static pressurG as tho air accelerates into the space 
between tho cage.and tho shaft wall. Then follows a- steady drop 
in pressure due to the friction of tho air against the cage and 
tho shaft wall. The air rc-erpands behind the cage producing an 
increase in static pressure but, since there is no streamlining, a 
loss of energy'.
The proGcure distribution along the two anee can never bo 
tho same, being produced in different ways, thus air flow must take 
place between th® sides of the cage and tho open ends. This novo— 
ïïient of air conplieatos the distribution of pressure and r.iakos its 
prediction very difficult® bhen, therefore, tho relationship 
betwoon the air velocity, the cage volocity and the pressure drop 
ie determined the form of the relationship ie governed only by the 
ozppriEGntal data and not by any theoretical considerations.
Figs. 24 (ill) and 25 (iii) show the distribution of static 
procGur© past tho ends of the cage when theso ends aro ocnpletoly 
closed in, as they might be with properly fitting mine cars. It 
is soon that tho static proccuro drop now contains components of a 
higher frenuciicy than before. These components will bo mono sevcrly 
attenuated when thio pressure wavofora is propagated along tho road-- 
ways. It is also noticed that the overall pressure drop is lesored 
by l6‘”l8/î Î \chcn tho sides of the cago are completely enclosed.
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From these tests it neems that streamlining the cage would hs 
the only method of reducing pressure drop due to slicck losses ann 
sudden expansion Iossgg, It has 'bosn shown, however, (ref. 4) 
that streamlining which io effective in ono direction loses tlio 
greater part of thio effectiveness when travelling in tho opposite 
direction* Tl'iis may not bo important in a case oueh as io hoing 
investigated ojasG the large pressure drop is produced whoii the caw 
ar-d air aro travelling in opposite directions, • Then tho cage and 
air are coving in the camo direction, thoir relative velocity will 
bo very low and tho pressura drop produced by tho cage will not oc 
of importance*
Chapter 7 MODEL TESTS 2 - CAGE TESTS
The teste in this sories were deoigned to dotormino the proscurc
drop produced by the cago when it was moving. The factors consider;
wore tho cage speed, the air speed and the cage dimensions. As
ezplainod in the previous chapter the form of the final relationship
was governed solely by tho ezporimental results, since the couplez
behaviour of the air round tho cago oado prediction difficult. For
those tosto the measurements necessary were (a) tho air velocity, as 
(
represented bv the pressure drop duo to a length, of shaft. It was 
decided to uoo this for tho velocity determination since this
Chap. 7)
QoasuroBont I'/ac already being recorded and an accurate estimate cf
velocity wao possible froE previous tectSç (b) the cago spo-jd,
measured photo-eloetrically, and (c) tho proscur© drop due to the
cage5 Doacurod with tho pressure recorder.
Wticn the cago begina to covo tho preoeuro drop produced by
it alters and henoo the total reoiotoncG in tho fan circuit ic
changed. This produces a change in the air volocity, dependent c?j.
the shape of tho prossure/quantity curve in tho fan characteristics.
It was, therefore, necessary to determine this effect co that
corrections could bo applied. Thic was done by inserting a variable
area orifice in the shaft and measuring the change in velocity as
th© area was altered to produco a different static prossuro drop;,
It was found that if a chango in area increased the static preocuro
drop, due to the orifice and tho 147” of shaft which contains! it^
by p then tho pressura drop of 147” of shaft, du© to the velocity,
/
dropped by p/l*79« Thio linear relationship was found, to hold ever 
the range of air and cage velocities being used*
The method of determining the air velocity and cage pressure 
drop was, therefore, as follows. Tho pressure drop produced by 
147” of Perspez shaft plus th© stationary cage, was measured. Tho 
cage motor was started and the pressure drop produced by tho sauo 
length of shaft plus tho moving cage was- then recorded. If the 
difference in these pressures,was p then this is tho change in 
static pressure produced in 147” of shaft containing a variable 
resistance. lienee tho change in pressure drop of 147” of shaft
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alone was p / l » 79» FroiB the previous series of tests v/q were able
to determine the shaft component of the first measured pressure»
This changed by p/l»79 #hon the cage was moving and hence we were
able to determine the new velocity and also the cage pressure drop»
At each of five air velocities the pressure drop due to the
cage was measured for each of six cage speeds, using the pressure
recorder» Pigs. 26—30 show the pressure drop due to the cage plotted
against (u J; v) where u is the air velocity in ft/sec. and v
the cage velocity. They are both positive in opposite directions»
It can be soen from tho straight lines that, at any u, p,d, «
K *K(u + v) . Table IV shows K and IC^ for the range of velocities 
used»
T A B L E  IV
Wean Velocity (ft/sec.) 14 21 27 33 3, 1
K ,018 ,056 ,062 . 0 1 3 .068
K' 2o00 1.62 1.62 1,58 1,62
Table IV shows K and for the range of velocities used» The value 
of 2»0 for K® at the lowest mean velocity is unexplained and may be 
due to inaccurate measurements at such low values» Since no further 
investigation was possible it seemed more reasonable to shorten the 
range over which the results are applicable rather than attempt to 
cater for this anomalous reculto In tho range measured it is soon
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the pressure drop itself is low and gross inaccuracies in its 
estimation are not important for the purposes of this investigation.
Chapter 8
MODEL TESTS 3 V E L O C m  FLUCTUATIONS PRODUCKD
BY THE MOVIHG CAGE
This series of tests was designed to investigate the effect 
of communicating the pressure drop produced hy the cage to a large 
volume of air representing the workings. Pig. 31 shows the model 
arrangement which was used, V being the volume and Rj, Rp# R3
and being variable resistances. The fan was used to oshauet 
air at all times. Since little was îtnown about the behaviour of 
the air it was decided, in the first instance, merely to assess the 
qualitative effect of all the variable factors with a view to 
developing a theory connecting the model and actual practice.
Having determined which factors are of importance it was then
proposed to study them in more detail.
In the colliery investigation the disturbance in the roadway, 
adjacent to the shaft, was measured at a point 10 yards from tho 
shaft. It was found, in the model, that at a corresponding point, 
according to the laws of geometrical similarity, eddies produced by 
the inset were severe. The velocity was therefore measured at a 
point which was four times this distance from the shaft. It was 
measured using a total head tube and static plate. This was necessary
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that p.a. = E(u i -chore E is a funcbioa of w. Iv. is
alGo known, by plotting the résulta vvlien v = g, that, when v >= c, 
p,d. “ 0*019 therefore K rca chocen initially aa 0*019
Thicj vaa found to attach too much importance to u and a clocor
2/:
relationship nca found, by trial and error, to ba p.d, = 0.019 u* '
■*■ 1 T3(u - v) * o Due to tho complex air flou pattern round.the cage 
it ia not poseiblo to predict whether or not thio is of tho correct 
form*
It will be noticed that when u and v arc equal and in tho 
cane direction, thic cnprcoclon predictc zero precouro drop* Eoweovc.r 
under these circumstancos the air in tho apace 'between the cage and 
tho shaft wall will bo travelling at a velocity u ft/oec. and uill
1* O3produce a preocure drop proportional to u' . Thio would suggest 
that tho f o m  of tho expression io not cuite correct and hcnco nay 
account for tho difference between predicted and measured recuite at 
low (u - v) values.
The shortcomings of thio cerieo of teste are duo mainly to 
tha low maximum speed of the cage. Ihic wao about 12 ft/coc, which- 
conoidering tho froouency rooponco of tho procsurs recorder, is almost 
a practical maximum* Tho frequency respouG© is important insofar 
as tho recorder rauct read tho steady prcGcure before tho cage- starts 
decelerating* Hence, to have low u — v values, tho velocity of- 
ths air 5U8t bo 10-20 ft/ccc. at which speed meacuroDGnto may become 
inaccurate and H© is low*
It will, however, be remembered that at low (u — v) valuoc
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because the small holes of a pitot-static tube severely attenuated 
th© fluctuating velocity as recorded by tho pressure recorder, To 
record the velocity head both the micromanomoter and the 3^ 
diaphragm woro used depending on tho range of prcosurOo
The variable resistances shown as R 5 R.g R, and R in
1 (- o 4
Piga 31 were sisply sliding shutters which olid between tho flangcS
of tho ducting and which contained a series of holes, any of which 
could bo inserted in the air stream* For the purpose of tho quali­
tative tests only relative resietanc® was important and tho holes 
were simply numbered 1 to 10 without attempting to determine the
actual reeiotancQ* Table V gives the diameter of the hole corres­
ponding to each numbor*
T A B L E  V
Resistance
Number
Diameter of 
hole in inches
Th© resistances were always used at positions where the boro of tho 
duct was 3|-"*
Two volumes wore constructed in tho form of rectangular bozos. 
The smaller was 5 f@@t long with a volume of 45 cuoft, and the larger 
was 8 feet long with a volume of 250 cu*ft* Tho construction of th© 
smaller bos presented no difficulties and no leakage was detected* 
Vlith the larger bos, however, it was necessary to withstand a total
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thrust of nearly 11 tons* Tho bc%, theroforo, had to ho "braced 
internally with ctesl anglo spaced one foot apart* Even with cueh 
support there was considerable movement of the ’bon v;hon tho preaouro ' 
was applied* All the joints wore sealed with cellulose masking tapo, 
but leakage occurred which could not be traced.
Tho usual method of tracing leaks is to pump snoko into the 
bos and note where it emerges. This was not possible with this bor
as it was constructed to withstand only pressuras loco than atmospheric 
Every joint was osamined to soe if it drew smoko into tho box but no 
leak of any port was detected* It was assumed that tho resultant 
leakage was tho eua of many small leaks which were difficult to seal*
It was therefore nocessary to consider tho effect of this leakage at 
all timoso
Resistance represented the recletanco of the downcast
shift above the inset and was kept at one value for all the toots* 
Résistance represented tho recictanco of tho workingo at a lower
level* For th© purposes of similarity* therefore* it would need to 
be high, but if it is made high the air velocity in tho shaft is 
severely reduced and the cage does not produc© a largo proocure drop. 
Tests wore made both with high ( ^ 7 ) smd low ( « 0 ).
R©3îstances and were placed on either side of tho volumo and 
represGutod tho roslstanco of tho workings which the volume simulated. 
This is on© of tho major points which complet© oimilarity
difficult or impossible* The resistance of tho workings is spread 
throughout, and all tho air is subjected to a friction effect* In
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tho model only tho air flowing through those * lumped' rosictsncoc 
18 affectedo
111 the first tost g set equal to zero do that a voie city
of 90 to 100 ft/sec. wao obtained in tho ohaft, with a consequent 
cago preosuro drop of 8” 17,G, and wore made largo go that
tho velocity through tho volume would bo low and any change would bo 
moro readily noticed. Tho 45 cu«ft. boz was used and tho velocity 
through it was about 30 ft/min.
The velocity head, noasurcd in the roadway under thoco conditions 
as tho cage passed tho insot, is shown in Fig. 32. This shows a 
simple rapidly decaying oscillation with no nett mcvcnont cf air*
Th'3 effect of decreasing tho resistance is seen from Fig* 33 to
be an incroas© in the steady*" velocity, tho amplitude of oscillation 
and tho decay time. Decreasing , as is soon fron Pig* 34? does 
not appear to affect the amplitude or decay time of the oscillation, 
but merely increases the steady flow velocity and tho steady velocity 
fluctuations. Those steady velocity fluctuations havo a frequency 
of approzimately 15 c/s and th© eaga would appear, in this caco, 
merely to increase, temporarily, those oscillations* Tho distance, 
measured from tho inoot, through tho boz, to tho fan, was 35 foot 
which could havo a resonant froouonsy of 16 c/s* This aoGumoc that
th© fan acts as an opon end to tho oscillations* Another, and perhaps
oor© likely, form of oscillation is when tho end of-tho boz furthest 
from the irisot acts ao a closed end. This would havo a fundamental 
frequency of 15 c/s* If a similar oscillation wore produced iindor^ -
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Flg. 3?. Air velocity variation in the
roadway* due to cage passing inset at time t. 
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Fig* 35* Air velocity variation in the
roadway* due to cage passing inset at time t*
Rl=9 and R^=6. Attached volume 45 cu. ft*
Zero Velocity Li^e
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Fig. 34. Air velocity variation in the
roadway• due to cage passing inset at time t. 
%=6  and Rj=9. Attached volume 45 cu.ft.
Zero Velocity Line
10-
0,5 Second
Fig. 35. Air velocity variation in the
roadway, due to cage passing inset at time t.
R%=9 and R^=9. Attached volume 250 cu. ft.
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ground it might havo a period cf 30 or 40 eecoiido which, although 
having no nett offoct, maj reverse the flow of air for 15 to 20 cocorf>Q 
TÎÎ0 oecillations underground would tend to bo sbro~complicated with 
reflections from all ohctructicns end road Junctions. It will bo 
noticed in Fig. 33 that tho reversed air flow is 2 to 3 times the 
magnitude of tho steady flow.
Ho signs could bo eeon which might bo attributed to tho ewooog 
air, after espansion, flowing out. This osceon air could have a 
mazinuffl voluno of 0«9 cu.ft. which, if it flowed out entirely at the 
ineot, into tho shaft, could reduce the normal velocity in the roadway 
by 1 ft/soc. for 14 seconds or 7 ft/soc. for 2 seconds etc. In order 
that any ouch ©ffoeto would bo clearly soon it was decided to replace 
th© 45 cu.ft. bos by ono of 250 cu.ft. Fig. 35 shows the velocity 
head in tho roadway rocordod andor similar conditions to that shown 
in Pig. 32. It will b® seen that, although th© 45 cu.ft, of volume 
has boon replaced by 250 cu.ft., the waveforms aro almost identical. 
This is due to the fact that changing the boxes only changed tho 
length from tho insot to tho reflooting end of tho bom by 10^. Tho 
frequency of the oscillations, when th© larger bos is in circuit io 
measured ao I6 c/a while the two modes of oscillation described boforo 
have frequencies of 15 c/s and 14 0/0 respectively.
Decreasing the resietanco , as before, increases tho 
amplitude, decay timo and steady velocity. Again, as for the 45 ©u. 
ft. bos, decreasing resistance merely increases the steady
velocity.
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Since the resonant frequency of the system is higher than the 
the frequency of the effect which is sought, the measuring system 
173,3 severely damped oy connecting a condenser across the galvanometer. 
In Fig. 36 is shown a velocity head recorded (e) without damping and
(b) with the condenser in circuit. It will be seen that the high 
frequency component has been completely eliminated while the low 
frequency effect io not appreciably attenuated»
Using the recorder damped in this way, resistance was
Efit to sore and and II- were varied over wide ranges. when
i i
Rg is zero tho cage pressure drop is the largest component of the 
pressure loss in the main shaft branch of the ventilating notwork»
When, therefore, the cage moves from one side of the inset to tho 
other the pressure difference between the ends of the branch contain-* 
ing the volume changes considerably. Thio means that the steady 
velocity before moving the cage is much different from that after the 
movement. It was found that the change in velocity duo to this effect 
was superimposed on tho change due to tho expansion, so masking the 
effect completely* For this reason these results were considered 
inconcluoiveo
Mhen Rg was made large ( = 7 ) tho cage pressure drop then 
represented only a fraction of the total drop and, tho volocity in tho 
inset with the cage upstream wan not markedly different from that 
when the cage was downstream. This eliminated,tho masking effect 
described in the last paragraph and the tests were repeated.
Fig. 37 shows the effect of decreasing the resistance of
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Fig. 56(a). Pressure recorded using 
the micromanometer with electrical 
damping out of circuit.
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Fig. 56(b). Pressure as above 
recorded with electrical damping 
in circuit.
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Fig. 37(a). Air velocity variation 
in the roadway, due to cage passing 
inset at time t. and R^*5*
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Fig. 37(b). Air velocity variation
in the roadway, due to cage passing
inset at time t. Ri®5 and Rj=3*
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Pig. and 38(a). Air velocity
variation in the roadway, due to 
cage passing inset at time t.
R^*5 and Rj=*l. Thp cage stops
travelling at time t^.
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Fig. 58(b). Air Velocity variation 
in the roadway, due to cage passing 
inset at time t. R]^ =6 and Rj=l.
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Fig. 58(c). M r  velocity variation
in the roadway, due to cage passing
inset at time t. Ri"7 and R^-l.
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while maintaining R. at a value of 5» It can he seen that tho
1
steady velocity is increased, together with the disturbance. For 
these tests the cage speed was 12 ft/oec. and the air velocity in tho 
shaft was approximately 15 ft/sec. which would mean that the moving 
cage produced a pressure drop of 0*17" W.G. and the stationary cage 
produced a pressure drop of 0o06” W.G. If the volume had been 
subjected to these pressure drops for a sufficient length of time it 
would have meant expansions of 0*10 and 0*04 cu.ft. respectively*
By integrating the area under the graphs in Fig* 37 we can 
calculate the volume of air which must have been produced by expansion. 
The figures are 0,01, 0,1, 0,2 cu.ft. for Fig, 37 (&), (b) and
(c) respectively. These figures would suggest that some other factor
is involved and leakage of air into the volume could produce this 
result. If the cage were moved from one side of tho inset to tho 
other, the static pressure in the volume would be changed and b o, there­
fore, would tho rate of leakage into the volume. This change of rate 
would only change the steady velocity conditions but the fact that the 
cage lowered the static pressure by 0,17" W,G, and then settled at a 
value only Go06" W,G, lower than the original value would moan that 
additional leakage would be drawn into the box which would be redundant 
when the pressure settled at the new value. It may be this additional 
air which is upsetting the calculations.
In Fig, 38 we see the effect of increasing tho resistance of 
R^ when « 1. This io simply to decrease tho steady volocity 
and the disturbance* notice# here, the difference between tho
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effect of on this diétisrbanee and its offect cn tho oscillation 
first inve3tlgat©d. In the first cas© had no effect, whereas In 
this GQSo tho offcct is reduced by increasing .
In Fig. 38 (a) th© instant when th© cag© stopped has been marked.
Tho VGlccity ctops decreasing very soon after this point and it is not 
possible, from these results, to toll hew much th© shapo of tho curvo io 
duo to th© combination of volume shape and r®3istane<^ or how much it might 
b0 du© to th© cag© velocity.
It would bo pooslblop with tho same length of shaft, to allow the 
cage to run up to three times tho distance beyond the inset at present 
run. This would require an automatic cage controlling mechanism since 
tho ûag© would bo running for only an additional 0.7 seconds. Al^temative- 
ly th© sections of tho shaft could be rearranged to situât© the inset near 
to ca® end.
From tho limited scope of these tests few conclusions can b© drawn 
but w© may concludo that until all leakage has bean eliminate n o  accurate 
measurements can be made and certain results may be quit© invalid.
From tho few results to which importance may be attached w© seo that 
the resistance between the pressure disturbance and the volume and the 
resistance between the volume and the fan both affect th© velocity 
disturbance. Those resistances arc lumped olements simulating tho dis­
tributed resistance in actual practice. It seems unlikely that conclusions 
drawn with the lumped rosistanoes could be related in any way to tho effect 
of distributed reoistanco. Since the distribution of tho resistamco
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may have a marked effect on the velocity disturbance some method of 
investigating it should bo sought.
Chapter 9
THEORETICAL PREDiCTIOïï OF VFL0CIT7 DISTURBANCES —
METHOD 1
The effect with which we are concerned is the behaviour of a 
gas under tho action of a varying pressure* Ho matter how complex 
this behaviour may be it can be described by one or more mathematical 
eouationso This method of description has the advantage that whon 
the correct Qouations have been found tho description is very simply 
adapted to any set of cond *fions and the behaviour of the air at any 
time can be predicted with certainty. It has the disadvantages 
that It may be difficult to determine tho correct equations and, when 
they have been determined, extracting tho data from them in a useful 
form may be very tedious* In this cafeo it was felt that littlo 
difficulty would bo met in determining the necess^^y equations since 
procedures involving fluid flow and gas dynamics havo been well 
established*
V?e are concerned with the pressure (p), the specific voluno or 
the density (w) and the velocity (u) of the gas* \7h©n wall friction 
is considered the hsat produced alters tho tenporaturo (^) and tho 
specific entropy (s) of the gas* \He have five dependent variables
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p, V/, u, ^ and s, together with two independent variables 
and t so that five oquaticne are required. These are.
The Continuity Equation,
u. %  + „ 0 Squa. 2
dix
Tho Momentum Equation,
Su  ^ ?)u 1 Sp
'2
VÛ
The Equation of Stato,
p TT R ^ Equn. 4
The Entropy conditions,
Ss S 8 4fu^ ^
"IFk * W" "4"*' )
A relation between entropy, prossuro and temperature given by^
0 - Si = Cp logg logg Equn« 6
The derivation of those conations will bo found in most text hooka 
on sound or gas dynamics such as references 6, 7 and 8« They aro 
also derived in Appendix A*
These equations are similar to thoso used in tho theory of 
sound* However, in sound, the volocity u is generally very email 
Stewart and Lindsay (Ref. 13) mention velocities of tho ordor of 
10 ^ to 10 ^ ft/sec* —  and tho torra is aloo small g o that,
in comparison with -%% , u^ and • u. may bo nogloctocl* This
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implies that friotional offeots may ho nogloctod. It is found 
experimentally that tho heat produced duo to the cosnprosoions in 
sound waves does not have time to he conducted away, so that tho 
process, other than at very high frequencies is isentropic* This 
allows equations 49 5 and 6 to he replaced by the—single equation,
p Bs K Equn. 7
This simplification means that in the theo^-y of sound we are
dealing with linear partial differential equations and thoir solution
is straightforward* Houover, in the cas© being considered it was
felt that the effects of friction could not be ignored, thus implying
that u was not a small quantity* This, in turn, prevents our
neglecting terms like u* so that uo are now dealing with non®
é z
linear partial differential equations*
A method of solving these equations has been developed in 
recent years from the original method of Eienann (rof. 10)* Tiie 
original method has boon improvod along several different linos and 
the version described by Rudinger (ref. 8) has boon used hero* This 
is given in Appendix B»
Five factors were thou^t to affect tho behaviour of tho air 
near the source of pressure disturbance and oaoh was considered in 
detailo The factors are,
1) The volume of the air in the workings.
2) The shape of the workings,
3) The friction factor of tho workings.
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4) The magnitude of the applied pressure
5) The shape of thecpplied pressure waveform,
1) The volume of the air in the workings
In tho report concerning th© disturbance in colliery H
6the estimated volume was 10 eu,ft. The volumo indicated by tho
7
results was 10 cu.ft. When determining the effect on tho airflow 
of different volumoo, therefore, it was volumes of thio order which 
were considered*
2) The shape of the workings
In this theoretical treatment the air in the workings was 
represented by ono largo volume which was, for convenience, circular 
at ©very section* In a mine, as wq procood inbyo, the number of 
parallel roadways increases and so, therefore, does the total cross 
sectional area. It is the rate of increase of th© cross section, 
as we move further from the source, which is thought to influence 
th© behaviour of air* Thio is doducod from the fact that the front 
of the pressure disturbance will proceed inby© at a constant op©od —  
tho speed of sound* It will reduce tho prossuro, and honco inoroaso 
the volume, of each section of air as it reaches it. Tho rato of 
increase in volume at any instant will bo proportional to th© crocs 
sectional area at the wav© front* Hone© tho rato at which ©xcoss 
air must flow ©ut of th© workings will b© affected by tho aroa.
Two cases have boen dealt with in this treatment. Tho first
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The first is where tho diameter of the theoretical modoi increases 
linearly as we proceed inhyo until it reaches a maximum at tho point 
furthest inbyo and then decreases linearly to tho end of tho volume 
roprosonting tho upcast shaft. In tho second case it is tho square 
root of th© diameter which increases linearly. If the exact lar; were 
ImowB in any particular case it is easily applied*
3) Th© friction factor of the workings
In tho case of the friction factor there are really t%'o 
varlabloBo The first is tho friction factor itself, the effect cf 
variation in which is easily determined* If the value in any caso 
being investigated is known it may bo used in th© calculation.
Tîie second variable is the distribution of the friction 
throughout the workings. The effect of changing tho distribution 
is determined and the standard distribution, used when studying other 
variables ia obtained from the assumption that tho rato of proosuro 
drop from tho downcast to the upcast shaft io constant. Fig. 39 
shows the rate of pressure drop for a typical horizon mine as cuoted 
by Fritzocho and Potts (ref. 11), Fig. 40 shows the rato of pressure 
drop as plotted from a pressure survey by Cooko and Statham (rof. 12). 
Both those examples indicat© that a constant rate of pressure loss is 
a reasonable assumption.
The rate of pressure loos per unit length is given by
dp 4fu^
dji “ 2d
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Fig* 39* Rate of pressure loss with distance 
underground ( Fritzsche and Potts, ref* 11 ).
•H
Sards30001000 2000
Fig. 40. Rate of pressure loss with distance 
underground ( Cooke and Statham, ref. 12 ).
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If we assume that this is constant wa havo
, 1 , 1  
-J- Gt -J’Z
f d  dP
Tho po'.vQr 'to which d is raised may he increased or decreased 
to allow for a more or less rapid loos of pressure, respectively, 
as we proceed inbyo.
4) Tho magnitude of tho applied pressure.
This is tho pressure drop due to the cage and was, in tho 
caoe of colliery R, approximately 1" RoG. Tho offeet of varying 
tho magnitude around pressures of this order hao boon dotormincd.
5) The shape of the applied pressure waveform.
This may bo oithor a sudden drop, as in the caso of a 
cage passing an inset at high spoed, or a pressure drop which IncroaGoc 
slowly ao the cage loaves the inset and thon decreases again ac th© 
cage slows down at tho surface. Both cases have boon investigated 
and the rat© of increase and decrease in tho second case has been 
varied*
Several othor factors, such as the effect of boat in deep 
mines, may affect th© behaviour of the gas to a marked ©stent. This, 
and other factors, could bo taken into account but thoco described 
were th© only ones considered.
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Recuits
The results illustrated in Fige* 41 to 48 havo hoen obtained 
using tho theory described in this chapter axid tho ccmpisication was 
done on an English Electric Douce electronic digital computer. Tho 
output provided a complete description of tho behaviour of tho air 
at any point in the workings at an^ ’ instant of tins* Tho only 
information which has boon used horo io the velocity of tho air flow 
ing out of the volume euhsequont to tho change in procsurso
Tho behaviour of tho air at colliery 11 cuggostod that the 
return end of tho workings was acting as a closed end to the prsesurs 
pulses* Tho first method of calculation, drawn up for the computor, 
worked on this assumption. It was intended to develop tho work to 
cover variouo end conditions but this was not possible* although tho 
results include an example in which the return end has been treated 
ao completely open. Since, in the case of tho closed end, no steady 
velocity could ho flowing, tho results have only a qualitativo 
significance, although th© extent to which they may b© used quantitatif 
ly is discussed.
In order to study the effect o"^  each factor separately, a set 
of standard conditions has boon assumed, Fncn any one factor is boing 
Varied the others havo this standard value. The factors investigated 
have been discuGsed and Table VI lists these factors together with 
the standard conditions.
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T A B L E VI
Variable Factor
VoiLtma of t7orkings
Shape of workings
Friction factor
Standard-ncoiitl 11 i ono
2 s 10^ cUfft.
Circular at every cocticn?
10® in diameter ineroasirv'i 
linearly to 21«2'® in dia^oto: 
at then dscrcaoing
linearly to 10® in dias>oLo:e 
at 10,000®.
f « 0.0025
Distribution of friction
Magnitude of applied 
pressure drop
dp Is constantj therefore
i' a
Shape of pressure wavofornj
1" %.G.
40I" W.G*
b - o
Volume of IVorkingG
Th© effect of altering the volumo is sho^n in Figo 41o It r?ill
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bo E3cn that incroaoing tho volume inoroasGci tho velocity very
7considorably and a volume of 10 eu.ft. can produco a vory larg-o 
velocity floTy out of tho workings into the domncact shaft. It 
should, however, he pointed out that tho standard friction factor 
of f = 0.0025 is rather low and a more, roallotio figure may 
reduce tho effect of increasing tho volume.
Shape of Volume
In Fig. 42 tho effect of changing tho shape of tho voluao 
has hoen choTrn. In ono caae it wao accused that tho diameter 
increased linearly to a maximum at tho contre and in tho othor case 
it was tho square root of the diamotor which increased linoarlyo 
This différence in shape is not largo but the effect produced by it 
is obvious. It seems probable that a greater change of shape will 
have a correspondingly greater effect on the velocity.
Friction factor
The effect of this factor is shown in Fig* 43® Tho nazi&um
factor, f e 0.025, is a reasonably large friction factor and,
in a new mino, w© may ezpect a lower figure. It can be gsos that
although a high friction factor reduces tho velocity produced, tho
friction factor io not one of the soro important factors. Fig, 43
shows the effect of th© friction factor in th© standard volume of
2 z 10^ ou.ft. In Fig. 44 is shown th© effect of a low friction
7
factor in tho case of a volume of 10 cu.ft. It can be eoen that
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tho effect is very much more marked and we may conclude that tho 
iî’ifluenco of the friction factor dopcndo to a largo ostcnt on tho 
velocity of tho air.
Diotrihution of Friction
It v;as Bho^m earlier in this chapter that tho pressure drop
throughout a nine io roaconably conotant« Thio io oisulated in
this calculation by having a friction factor which io proportional
to the fifth power of the diamotor. In Pig. 43 thin has been
compared with the caco where tho friction factor is proportional to
th© first power of tho diamotor, Th© caoo of th© friction factor
proportional to th© diameter ie rather meaninglcca in practice but
it does illustrât© tho effect of changing the distribution of friction,
As can be seen no change of csiy importance is noticed.
In Figo 46 tho sarao conditions have been applied to a volu.so 
7of 10 cuaftû Her© we 800 a very marked change of velocity. Hcnco 
it would eoem that, as for tho friction factor, the effect of the 
friction distribution depends to a very largo estent on tho velocity 
of th© air flowing*
Magnitude of Pressure Drop
Tho effect of this factor is shorn in Fig* 47» It can bo 
seen that th© magnitude of the velocity bears an almost linear 
relationship to tho pressure drop applied. This is not unenpcctcd 
and may bo very serious whsr© high shaft air velocities produce a
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largo presGurQ drop past a largo cage*
Shap 0 of PrepGuro ïïaveforn
In all tho results so far a sudden pressure drop has bsen 
assumed but in Fig. 48 io shown the effect of different pressure 
waveform»* see that th© sudden drop produces the greatest volocit;,
of outflowing air with tho slowly applied pressure drops producing 
a lower masimum velocity and a slower rate of rise to this mazlRüæ*
Th© more slowly the pressura drop io applied tho slower is the rate 
of rise to tho BaziQum.
In all th© results diccussed hero the diameter of tho inset 
has been takon, conveniently, ao 10 feet. It io probable that this 
should b© higher ■« perhaps ^0^ higher so that the area Eight bo
twice that used in these'calculations. Thio means that tho velocity,
as shown, would bo halved, producing a less serious disturbance*
The Upcast Shaft as an Open End
It was not possible to osamin© fully the condition where tho 
upcast shaft acts as an open ©nd, but one ozamplo has boon worked out* 
In this case the fan end is assumed to act ao a completely open end, 
that is, th© reflected pressure pulo© io opposite in sign to the 
incident pulse. In Fig* 49 is shown th© variation of th© air flowing 
in th© insot under th© standard conditions in Table V I  ozcept that 
tho friction factor in this case is s©ro and a steady velocity of 
10 ft/see. at a diaraotor of 10 foet flows through tho V0I12210 froa the
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downcas't to the upcast end. Also eho^m is the graph obtained 'by 
subtracting tho outflow of air under these conditions, but with a 
closed end, from a steady velocity of 10 ft/seo. It is sean that 
the graphs coincide closely until the reflection from the open end 
returns to the inset. At this instant tho velocity of tho air, in 
the open end case, drops very suddenly. It seems likely that this
open end condition is not a true estimate of the conditions at tho 
upcast shaft. It is probable that, while 'being open to the extent 
of permitting airflow, the fan will act as a closed end to a pressure 
pulse.
Hence tho results obtained with a closed end cay give a good 
quantitative estimate of tho behaviour of tho air, simply by subtract­
ing them from the steady velocity. This result could have been 
predicted by noting that, where friction ic not the important factor, 
and therefore the inertia of th© air is, the pressure in tho system 
will be a function of and not of u. Hence a steady velocity
could be added to the results without affecting their validity. Thus 
in all the results given, except where friction io of prime importance, 
the results may bo used quantitatively to assess the effect of tho 
pressure disturbances on a steady velocity.
Chapter 10 64 .
THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF VELOCITY BISTtmBAITCES
METHOD 2
In Chapter 9 tho iaportanco of the wall friction in the
calculation was determined. It was found (s©o Pig, 4 3 ) that, whom
the volume of the workings was 2 2 10 ft , even a moderate friction
factor produced only a slight change of velocity ao compared with
the velocity whoa tho friction factor was sero. This uao not the
7 3case (see Pig, 44) when the volume was 10 ft , It can also ho soon 
that, for all the velocity diagrams, tho rate of change of velocity 
with respect to time at any point is much greater (10^ to 10^<y‘C
times) than tho product of the vd ocity and the rate of change of 
velocity with respect to distance u. .
Although friction can, by no means, bo neglected in all cases 
there are cases in which this assumption is justified. In such 
oases the non-linear terms may be omitted from equations A,1 and A.2 
fsQQ Appendix a J and equations A,3, A.4 and A,5 Qay bo replaced 
by equation 4 so that we are reduced to th© eimplied sot of equation: 
used in tho theory of sound.
w *6» w. e 0 Bqun. 8
0 Equn, 9
constant Equn, 10
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The basic equations of Appendix A havo boon further simplified 
by the assumption of constant area. When we later consider a system 
in which the area varies it is divided into sections in which the area 
is assumed to remain constant.
Equation 8 is tho conservation of mass equation which states 
that the mass of gas flowing into an element, minus the mass of gas 
flowing out, io equal to the increase in maso of tho element. 
Considering Pig# 50 this may bo roderived in tho form
Hu^.dt HUg.dt « dV
If we let V^, Vg and be the volume changes at sections 1, 2
and within the element respectively then wo may writo.
or ^  _  -I?.. - 0 Equn, 11
dt dt dt
Equation 9 may be written,
w M.dx d(uM) 
+ - j -  ° dt
2
dp + = 0 Equn. 12
Differentiating equation 10 wo get 
dp *= dw
Lia s s l'j.oning in Mass flov/inE out
is Au^dt^v/
Slneo vi is assuncd to bo constant;, 
tMs means that tho wails can move 
freely to accommodato any additional 
mass admitted to an element.
c>
“M
Tio
I
V. 5
Fig. 51
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2
dp o a dv; where the velocity of sound a «
dp = . dV
» (  - f p ’ . dt Equn. 13
Consider the electrical circuit in Pig® 51» Ho have three 
unknown currents which are determined from tho throe equations,
^1 “ ^2 ^ ^3 Equn- 14
e « L . t h  Equn. 15
dt
o « • dt Equn. 16
W© see that equations 1 4» 15 end 16 aro tho differential equations
11, 14 snd 13 with different coefficients» Tho acoustical oyotom
is therefore analogous to the electrical system with acoustical 
pressure p analogous to electrical voltage o, volume flow
r  V \analogous to current i, acoustical capacitance C^ 5 = y ?
which opposes a change in pressure, analog uo to electrical capacitance 
C, which opposes a change in voltage and acoustical inductance
La f « J , which oppose© a change in volume flow, analogous to
electrical inductance h, which opposes a change in current,
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In aquation 12 v?o see that is tho volume flow which,
together with the mass or inertia of the air, opposes a change in 
pressure0 Hence ig is the current flowing through th© inductance 
in the electrical analogue.
It is therefore possible to represent any acoustical system 
by means of an equivalent electrical network. The method□ of 
solution applicable to tho latter may then bo used.
Consider the acoustical system in Pig* 52 where the volume 
shown is circular at every section. It can bo split into lumped 
elements (three have been chosen) which represent th© acouetical 
capacitance and inductance» Table VII shows how the elements aro 
calculated and in Fig. 53 they are represented by an analogous 
electrical circuit. In order to determine what the rate of discharge 
of air will bo when a sudden pressure drop of 1" E.G. is spplied to 
th© open end of the system in Pig* 52 it ia necessary to detormino 
for a corresponding sudden reduction in voltage applied to tho 
circuit in Pig* 53.
Method of Solution
To determine the effect of a sudden pressure drop let the steady
voltage applied to the circuit in Pig* 53 be and lot this drop
suddenly to ©^ at a time t = 0
io the voltage on capacitance C, and
e(0 •»■) is the voltage immediately after t =* 0.
•A^
21«2ft^ diam
Sect* 2 Sect
Fig* 52*
Bicon^ical
volume*
/
Table VII
Section
Volume 
V ft).
Mass 
of air 
m lbs.
Mean 
area 
M ft^
C = 
V/a^w
L c
1* 5.1 10 5 3.8 X 10'^ 150 5*4 1*8
2o 9.9 X 105 7.4 « 10^ 290 10.5 0.36
3. 5.1 10 5 3.8 X 10^ 150 5-» 4 1.8
— TrjjTiOTP' — — r s ô m —^ " ■ '3?)Tbüùh— Ê
H ^2 H
6 _Çl _°20 n
0
}i4
i _ _ .
1 11
î .... '
}^2
Fig. 53.
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The four equations describing the four unknown currents ar© tliGn s
^4 = il * I2 + S
^ * -57 / <. +) “ 0
di/
-0 + Ii, — + Ii„ f i J, —  i, \ + R— (io.dt ■!• o„ (0 0
'2 -ft (^4 - ^ 1  ) + 0~ •'■ OCgtO
° h  “dt ^2 “ft (^4 -  h )  ^ S "  dt" '*• ~l~ I is-at
©- (0 = 0
3
If we lot B,I be the Laplace transforms of 0,1 respectively wo 
may use the method of Laplace transformation to rewrite these equation: 
as algebraic equations, s is here used as the Standard Laplace 
variable.
- E  + bLi I4 - 14(0 ■>•) + h  *  ~ r  “ °
—  S + sL^ I4 • i^(0 ->) sLgCl^ - I^) -(i^ - i^)(0 +) >
C _ B  2 0
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— E + Gl^Ij - 14(0 +} -s 012(14-  I^) - (1 4 - i ^ ) (0 ■!•)
^ h h ~  ^3(0 ^ ~ r  " °
At t « 0^ all current will ho zero# 
From those four equations v<re may eztract
I4 = -sf Cg Lj B - Cg Lg 1^ E <■ 3^ Cg Lg 0^
Cg 1-3 a
Cp Cp ,)L Cp Cp Oq
0 ; ^ - —  g'- L g O ^ E  + 5^  3Lg oj - . 5^  - f  -  ::
2 c] 2
Ea 1*2 C^ ^ SL2 C^ e^  ^ ** ^1 ® ^3 ^
E C-Û L-> s 0^ 0
C2
"" 8^  C2 L^  "" 6^  C2 L^  1«2 “• 8^  Cj C^  1«2 Lg L^  *“ q*  s L^
C C2
8 L2 ** L^ L2 0  ^ *• sL^ *“ 8L2 * 38 L^ L2 C
Clloipo 10 ) ÎO
C^e —  0^ ^3
Substituting the values for C,L given in Table VII we have,
 84^6 s4 + 41->4 -i- 3., 95
:4
—  f-@E
148 3^ i" 68o2 3 ^  4- 11*2 i 0, 19
which may be rewritten
0*098 0,068
s2 4- 0,425 s2 + 0,151
0.406 
0^ + 0.0196
In the acoustical case the pressure is assured to drop from 40O" Ü,G.,
to 399” ïïaGo Since the voltage is analogous to the pressure in
poundals/ft^, the voltage drops from 6*7 % 10*'^ pdls./ft^ to 
(6*7 = 10^ — 167) pdl8./ft^« A positive unit step function,
i.e. a function which jumps from 0 to >1 when it reaches t “ o,
is conventionally written U(t). Thus the voltage applied to th©
circuit may be written e « 6*7 % 10^ ^ 16J U(t)
4 167
s
ffe also have “ 6.7 % 104
Therefore,
I — 167
0.098 0*068 0*406
+ 0*425  ^0*151 f 0*0196
which may be rewritten,
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“ “ 167 0.150  g + 0,175 ----
s2 + (0.625)^ s"^  + (0,388)^
0.140
2,90
+ (0.140)2
The inverse transformation of this equation give#
1 4 “ - 1 6 7  0.150 3ln 0 ,6 2 51 + 0,175 sin 0,363t 2,90 cin 0,1401
This deeoriheo 1. when the voltage is suddenly reduced by I67 volts.
dVCurrent 1 is analogous to volume flow ~  « Hu. Therefore to
get u we must divide i by the area M. The open end is 10® in
2
diameter, so the area is 78*5 ft . This provides the final solution 
to the problem,
150 Bin 0.625t 0*175 ein 0*388t 2,90 sin 0,140tu " -2,12 fo,
This has boon plotted in Fig, 54 together with the solution 
for the same conditions using the alternative method* It is seen that 
the correspondence is very close and any small discrepancies may bo 
due to the fact that in the electrical case the distributed parameter# 
were represented by only three lumped parameters.
In this calculation it has been assumed that there was no 
friction between the walls and the air flowing in the system, iVhilo 
the friction effect may be neglected in some cases it is very important 
in others. The electrical element which causes dissipation of energy 
is resistance. In electrical circuits, however, the voltage drop 
across a resistance is proportional to the first power of the current
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flowing through it, whereas in mine ventilation the pressure drop 
across a resistance is proportional to the second power of the 
velocity. It would he possible to eztend this method, using an 
iterative procedure similar to that used in mine ventilation 
calculations (ref* 13), to determine the effect of a resistance which 
caused a pressure drop proportional to the second power of velocity, 
but the calculations would then booora© at least as tedious as those 
in the gas dynamics method.
It will also bo realised that, in this case, as opposed to the 
steady flow ventilation case, instead of successively replacing the 
resistance in the analogue by a new constant value proportional to 
the product of the former resistance and the current flowing through 
it, it would be necessary to replace it by another, again proportion­
al to the product of the former and the current flowing through it, 
but which would, in this case, be a function of time since the currant 
itself would be a function of timo.
This fact notwithstanding, the electrical analogue method may 
still have many advantages in certain cases* It is, for esaaple, 
easier to determine what will happen when a roadway, along which s 
pressure pulse is being propagated, splits into two or nor© roadways, 
or joins another roadway along which another pressure puis© is being 
propagated*
An aspect of the electrical analogue method which might 
profitably be investigated is the simulation of an acoustical system 
by an electrical model in which the effects of any voltage changoo
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could b© measured directly. To include the effects of resistance 
would, however, be very difficult in view of the fact that the 
resistance would be a function of tine*
The electrical analogue method has not been investigated to 
the same estent as the gas dynamics nothod, but its possibilities 
have been indicated so that in future work it may be taken into account.
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The work which has been described included the experimental 
study of the pressure drop produced by stationary and moving cages, 
together with the theoretical and experimental study of the effects, 
on the ventilation, of this changing proscurGo
The study of the importance of cage dimensions showed that, 
within the limits normally used, tho ratio of cage length to cago 
breadth doos not affect tho pressure loss duo to th© cage. It was 
also found that each additional deck, over thrco, produces, as might 
bo expected, a fairly constant incroaso in pressure loss* But the 
frontal area has the greatest effect and produces a pressure loss 
proportional to its third power, so that an increase in area of 10^ 
will increase the pressure loss by 33^o It becomes very obvious 
that tho area of any cage must be given tho fullest consideration in 
any discussion of pressure loss* It is not possible to suggest what 
kind of balance should be struck to maintain a hi^i winding tonnage 
with a low cage pressure loss between, for example, cage area and the 
number of decks, since every installation will have its own economics 
and special conditionSo
Investigation into the components of tho pressure loss showed 
that ro^oxpansioa is the largest single factor* Thic rG-oxpancion 
takes place between the decks and behind tho cage* It was found that 
if the mine cars filled tho cage well enough to avoid ro-ozpansion 
between decks, the pressure loss would be reduced by approximately
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one sixth* The re-expansion behind the cage contributoa greatly to 
the pressure loss and streamlining can reduce this loss considerably. 
It has been shown (ref. 4) that a properly streamlined shape can 
reduce the pressure loss by $0#, while simple straight-sided fairings 
can reduce it by up to 45#* Streamlining may introduce many con-» 
struotional difficulties at the pit top and bottom, as well as with 
the cage. However, it is possible that a combination of economical 
considerations may make streamlining worthwhile.
The study of the pressure drop produced by a moving cage 
resulted in an expression being developed which indicates tho relative 
importance of the air and cage velocities. From it, for example, 
we may deduce that, in the case of the cage at colliery R travelling 
in an air velocity of 40 ft/sec., a reduction in cage speed from 
40 ft/sec. to 20 ft/sec. should produce a reduction in pressure drop 
of 40^, A comparison of fig. 3 and fig, 4 shows that the maximum 
pressure drop has been reduced by approximately 45#*
Having studied the pressure drop produced by the cage the effect 
of communicating this pressure to a volume of air, such as i© found 
underground, was investigated. The first conclusion which was drawn 
from these tests is that any changing pressure tonds to set in 
oscillation the air in the system. An infinite number of modes of 
oscillation are possible and those which are least attenuated havo 
the greatest effect on the airflow. In the model it was poQoibl© 
to determine the frequency of the oscillations and, by inspection, 
deduce which mode of oscillation was prevalent. Underground this
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would be very much more difficult due to th© complex system of airways 
and it would be almost impossible to predict which mode of oscillation 
was likely to occur. It seems probable, however, that any oscillation 
involving a long length of roadway will be severely attenuated by 
partial reflections from obstruction# and openings, and hence will give 
no trouble. Any oscillation involving a short length of roadway will 
be of relatively high frequency and should not disturb tho airflow to 
any marked extent. It was found that, in the model, any oscillation 
could be made to decay rapidly by inserting a resistanco in the 
oscillating air*
The second, and perhaps more important, effect of the moving 
cage is to cause large volumes of air suddenly to change in pressure,
A reduction in pressure will cause an expansion and consequent outflow 
of air. If this air flows out in tho opposite direction to th© 
ventilating air it may seriously interfere with normal ventilation*
In the model a large volume was used to simulate tho air in tho undor^ 
ground workings and resistances on either side of the volume simulated 
the distributed resistance of the workings. The velocity of tho air 
flowing from the shaft through this volume was recorded as tho eago 
moved past the inset. It was possible, by a suitable combination of 
the resistances on either side of tho volume, to got a serious reduction 
of the ventilating air velocity, However, leakage into the volume 
prevented any conclusive recuits from being obtained although it was 
possible to conclude that the resistances on either aid© of tho velum© 
affected the degree of disturbance of the airflow, Henc© w© may
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deduce that both the friction factor and the distribution of the 
friction underground will affect tho disturbance. In the model the 
cage stopped moving too soon after passing tho iiisot to simulate 
conditions in a mine shaft in this respect. It was, therefore, not 
possible to determine any close relationship between tho cage speed 
and tho shape of tho air velocity timo curve. This point may be of 
importance,
Tho possibility of predicting the degree of disturbance 
mathematically was studied simultaneously with the experimental toots, 
Iho solution of tho basic oquations for the gas dynamics of non-steady 
compressible flow was obtained and produced information about oovoral 
factors. It was, however, not possible to verify the method of 
calculation by any field tosts. Tho report on tho disturbance at 
colliery R does not give sufficient details to chock that particular 
case, but the results predicted for a similar case are of a similar 
typo.
These calculations indicate that friction is important only 
where high velocities are involved and that tho volume of tho air and 
the cage pressure drop are the important factors. It is also probable 
that tho shape of the volume .can modify, to a large extent, tho ohapo 
of the velocity disturbance waveform.
An alternative method of oolving modified oauationo was explained 
but it© possibilities wore not fully studied. It was suggested that 
an electrical analogue could bo constructed which would facilitate tho 
solution of these ^ouations.
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It was found frorr the calculations that tho fan was acting as 
a closed end to pressure pulses, while permitting the flow of air 
through it. It follows that if tho fan could he moved closer to tho 
source of the disturbance it would confine any velocity variations 
to a shorter length of roadway. It is difficult to see how thio 
principle may he employed, but it might be possible to construct, near 
the source of the disturbance, in the main airway, a doorway through 
which mine cars etc, could paco, Tho rest of tho sGotion of tho 
roadway, at this point, could be rotating vanes driven at such a spoed 
as neither to give energy to nor take energy from tho air, Thia would 
permit the froo paocage of th© air, while offering an almost closed 
end to pressure pulsos.
It has boon suggested (ref* l) that a second, parallel, shaft 
should be provided, where possible, to act as tho main downcast shaft. 
Reference 14 describes the conditions at colliery S where q second 
shaft is in existence* Shafts Iloal and Bo.2 are downcast, Hoo2 serv­
ing two levels and ÎÎ00I going only to the upper level. Ho,3 shaft 
is the upcast for both levels. Balanced skips wind coal in Uoo3 shaft, 
balanced cages are used in ITool shaft but Ho,2 shaft has a largo cage 
and counterweighta Pig, 55 shows tho layout of the roadways around 
the shafts at the upper level* Air velocity measurements were taken 
at stations 1-^8 and A, B, 0, D while tho cage was winding in Ü0o2 
shaft. Pig, 56 shows the variation of velocity with timo moacurcd 
at station 2 and is typical of stations 1 — 8*
One of the first conclusions drawn from thes© moasuremcnts is
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that 130 disturbance exists in the main intakes at stations A, Bj C 
and Bp hence a parallel shaft does effectively prevent disturbancos 
being propagated inbye* It does not, however, lessen the disturbances 
close to the downcast shaft and tends to increase them* There is no
evidence of any detrimental effects of this fluctuating airflow round
the downcast shafts. It should be noticed that, in this case, 
expansion of the air plays little or no part in these disturbsncoBo
It is simply changes of pressure between two sources of air, that is,
the two downcast shafts, which cauoc the change of airflow.
The investigation has not considered whether an,y disturbances 
present a hazard to health or safety, since that will depend very much 
on local conditions. However, tho following suggestions apply both 
to existing cases, where trouble has been met, and to new installations,
1) Provide a parallel shaft.
2) Use a high cage spoed or larger number of decks, 
in preference to a largo cage frontal area.
3) Streamline the cage.
4 ) Us© balanced^cag© winding,-
5) Use a single skip which will havo a much smaller
area for the same payload.
The limitations of the investigation have generally been diccuseed 
where they were important. Future work may overcome several of tbcsG 
and, in particular, the investigation of the effects of tho cage 
pressure drop .on a large volume of air will recuire to be carried out
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in much more detail, paying close attention to tho similarity between 
the model and actual practi©©^
More field testo will require to be done to verify the methods 
of calculation used and the results obtained* The construction of 
an electrical analogua might be of great aooistanc© in solving the 
equations when the methods have boon verified®
A P P E N D I X  A
DERIVATION OF BASIC EQUATIONS
In order to make a solution of the "baeio equations possible 
they have beon derived in a one dimensional form* Thia treatment 
iB valid when the other dimensione of the cyotom are email compared
with the length* It is also aesurned that the gas will follow the
ideal gao law,
l) The Continuity Equation.
Consider Pig, A,l, The maca entering tho section dx in
time dt io (wul3)dt and tho maos leaving is (wuM ® dz)dt*
The rate of increase of tho maos in section dz is dz. « dt
, ôt
which must be equal to the différence between outflow and inflow. 
Hence ds. . dt = —  . dz • dtdt c)jL
Since, in our case, El ie independent of t wo havo,
M • + _ l i | ^  =. 0 Eqiîïi, A.l
2) The Momentum Equation,
Consider Fig, A,2. Th© sum of forces acting on olomcot dz
io
TiM — pn 4- , dz p,dri—  —  , wI1 dz
which, by E©wton“o Law, is equal to the product of the maca and th©
acceleration, which is Du
“NvC" o tl , dz , w
wuM.dt
Fig. A.I. Mass flov/ into and ont of an 
elemental volume.
dx
/ fivM.dx
A pM.
Wall force in
direction of flov; is p.
pM + ( )dx
Figo A. 2. The forces acting on the fluid in 
an elemental volume^
Hence we get,
"  i r  s^un. a.2
3) Entropy Goaditiono.
The work done hy friction
I
2d
- u ) /ib/ooc.
*0 Heat addod / lb / cec. 4fu^ Do2dgJ D
By definition Ds 1 Bo
^  H ill II WI O  4 ■ I ■
Dt p Dt
4fu^
2dgJ fl
4) Th© equation of state.
This is p « wR{
Proxn the definition of the local velocity of sound we havo
= k —^  <a Equn. A.4u
5) Relation between entropy, pressure and temperature.
This is simply obtained by integrating the first law of 
thermodynamics, which may be written,
ds = |Cp* — ^  log — "—  9 on th© asouniption
U  ' '
of constant specific heat. This gives
■■■■ cmm><»sw8-s^ « Gp. log^ 0 ^  —  — J- logg Squn. A.5
The equation involving the specific heat at constant pressure io uooful 
in the following form,
fa k R Squn. A«6
k— ] gJ
By combining ©ouations A.4? A*5 aud A.6 we can obtain
two othor useful relationohipc,
_2k_ 
k - 1
^  - k ( s - s j  Equn, A,7
1 At J o 1
,k--l
w / A
w, I A' — k(S — 8]^ ) Equno A.8
In these equations the variables have boen used in thoir non^ 
dimensional form^
A p p E I':J D I X B 
METHOD OF SOLVING THE BASIC EQUATIOHS 
Equations A«1 and A.2 may be written
. _ u . I ^ G J L  Eaua, B.l
ot a s
where use has bocn made of 
equation A.4» Equation A.5 may bo rearranged, using oquationa A*4 
and A«6, to givo
 ^ , 2k , , gJ 2k da gJd los p = a log a -  do = • -7 —  g-~.aa
-  - f
and d log u « ^ loG ^ *“ ds = r-— r * -— - — —  ois
Substituting these expressions for d log p and d log w in 
equations B.l and 3.2 we got
k-1 èt ■ k-1 “ às ^ A
a . - | ~ - - | | -  Eaun. B„3
Q
, if^u . ?lu , 2 2 gJ s 4fu
^ “ r r r  • ^ - - p -  = ^ “  ~ 2 d -
Equno B.4
If equation B®4 is added to and oubtracted from equation E.3 
we get,
„ a u  + a Ê£ + Jl . .AS.\ + Bqun. B.5
p  “ ■ n I Dt - k h s  J  - 2d
The left hand oide of thio equation io tho derivative of the paramotoro 
2(g'2i"Y s À uI in tho t piano in a direction such that
ds
dt (= u Z a
How D _ _è_ . . . ____^
t r  “ - § r  + 15
and S — è_
St “
c*
• . ^ S'** D  ^ _jO_
• • às *St “ Dt St Dt
Using this to eliminate from oouation Bo3 we got,
■ f w  ( k ^  a i u j = - au ®
(k- + “If—
J .By multiplying both sides of this equation by —  it may bo
®o
written in a non-dimensional form.
Thus,
l ± p
S T 2 ^  
Equn. B*6
+ (k-l)A ^  +
4fU jgo
2d a ;
Equn. Bo 7
Since S - log M 
S T
-■^-3|g J L  + (u  ±  A) - l y f —  »
then can he written
AU
(U”5 A
S  ± log M 
% T
Also, from the non dimensional form of equation A.3 w® have
DS 4f i  » 0^ 
DT “ 2d a2
U
PI
where the last term has been added to
DS
give the correct sign to —  independently of the direction of U<
dXTherefore, along a line given hy = U + A we have, for points
1 and 2 separated hy A T ,
log Mg-log [ s - . ]-t* A I Sg — Sj^  I + (fe — l)
?0 U' U
2d A
and along a line given hy 
3 separated hy ZiT,
dT = U - A we have, for points 2 and
*^ 2 " S  " Æ  Ü2-1°G 1^ 3
DS
—  is the variation of particle entropy measured along the path 
taken hy the particle —  namely fp ~ ^ • Hence for two points
2 and 4 on a line given hy ^  » Ü wo havo ^2 ** *^ 4 ^ 5? A T
The lines ^  = U ± A
dT
dX
and dT ^ ^ called charaeteriGtics and a plot
of them io called a wave diagram.
Procedure
Conoidor the wavo diagram in Fig. A.2». In this T is
positive in the upward direction, X io measured to the right and Ü 
is positive as the air is flowing from left to right. In our cas©
A will he very nearly 1.0 and Ü will he small bo that the P and 
Q characteristics will he lines at approximately 45^ to the axes 
sloping upwards to tho right and left respectively.
If we have two points 1 and 2 (see Fig. A. 4^ ) which do not lie 
on th© same characteristic and whose properties X, T, A, Ü, S are 
known then we may draw a P charaoteriatio, with slope 4
through point 1 to meet, at point 3, the Q characteristic with 
elope Ug —  Ag , drawn through point 2. Through point 3 w© may now
draw a line having a slope equal to the mean partiel® path slop© of
points 1 and 2,     . This line will intersect th© lino
joining points 1 and 2 at point. 4= Line 3-4 will therefor© h© a
0 X 0,5 lo
1
--- . ___ _____  __ 11 ... . . .......
Fig. A.5’ tfVaVG diagram resulting from sudden 
release of compressed air from a cylinder*
Q line
Fig# A«4r# 
Determination 
of one point#
DSpartiel© path along which is known* By linear interpolation
between points 1 and 2 wo may determino and heneo S^. Using,
as a first approximation^ the Ü and A values at one end of each
line 1 - 3  and 2 — 3 we determine and By adding
and subtracting and we may determine and
respectively* Wo now know what the slope of lino 1 — 3 should be 
at point 3 and we may redraw the line with a mean slope* We may
similarly redraw linos 2 — 3 and 3 — 4 with moan slopes* P, and
are again determined* this time using moan values of Ü and A* 
This process may bo repeated until and have been determined
to a sufficient accuracy. Points 1 and 3 or 2 and 3 msy then bo
used to find further points in tho X/P field* Hence the properties 
of tho gao may b© determined at any position and timo*
End Conditions
At tho closed end cf a duct we determine from the approaching 
P or Q characteristic tho P or Q value at the closed end* It
is also known that at a closed end Ü «* 0* therefore A may bo 
determined*
At an open end we may have either of two conditions —  namely 
inflow or outflow* In tho cas© of outflow it is assumed that th© 
pressure just insid© th© end of the duct is the same as* that of th© 
atmosphere outside th© end of the duct* Thus P or Q is determined 
as for a closed end and* knowing A this time* w© detormin© Ü.
In the Casa of inflow it is asoumod that flow across th© end
section of the duct is steady* and since there can be no friction 
loss across a section we consider and f as sero*
Equation A*2 bscomos
u*du *v" ® 0 Ec^ uHo B*8
Vf
It is also assumed that th© inflow is isQiitropic oo that S is îniO'Jsi
and — « constant. Bqun, B*9
w
Combining equations and B,9 and integrating* we got
2
- cons-taat.
™  Ag ■'• Og2 .= constant = a| -s- o|
Equn* B*10
Vjq also have* for the right hand end open*
P = IT A -s- i; Eqna. B.ll© k“*l G O  ^
Eauations Bo 10 and Boll may be combined to yiold
e
® k ^ 1
The positive sign is that which corresponds to outflow* Eenc© Pq 
is determined as before and* knowing tho external conditions and there­
fore iU, VT© may determine A from the above expression and hence i,L,„ii G ■“
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